Just as you get more enjoyment from a football game when you have good seats—so you get more pleasure and more value from your car when you use Ethyl Gasoline. Ethyl develops all the extra performance of your motor. It doesn’t call time out for warming up on cold mornings or overheating on long drives. It’s the all-season, all-round, all-American gasoline.

**Gasoline... or Ethyl?**

**Buy ETHYL GASOLINE**
Why owners of the BRITANNICA say:

"It's the best investment I've ever made!"

BRITANNICA owners tell us that the Britannica is the best investment they ever made. Using the Britannica daily, they are convinced that this is so.

Not only in entertainment and in practical usefulness, but often in actual "dollars and cents" value, the Britannica pays for itself over and over again.

Every time the Britannica is consulted, it offers authoritative information—and unless you are informed, these days, you are handicapped.

Do your children ask questions, too?

A mother says she realizes her helplessness and inadequacy as a parent most of all when her child asks her questions about school work. "I ought to be able to help but I can't," the mother says. "There is no reference library near our home—and besides, very often, it isn't possible to rush off to the library whenever a question needs to be answered."

"I am buying the Britannica because it seems the only way to meet what is to me a difficult and embarrassing situation." The Britannica, for this woman and her child, has been an investment of no uncertain advantage.

It will help you in many unexpected ways

Other owners tell similar stories: How a camping party was equipped under the advice of the Britannica; how a lawyer won his case because of certain data quickly found in the Britannica; how inexperienced settlers in the Carolina hills made themselves comfortable by first consulting the Britannica.

In these and thousands of other instances people write us that the Britannica is the best investment they ever made.

The range of the Britannica's usefulness to men, women and children is limitless. No subject under the sun is neglected by the 3,500 authorities who contributed.

How to use your credit profitably—$5 down and $5 a month

If it is not convenient for you to pay cash in full for the books, why not use your credit and take advantage of the installment plan of buying? There is never a better time to buy the Britannica than now.

Considering its size and authority and the beauty of its text and illustration, the Britannica is the least expensive encyclopaedia you can buy. How long, however, conditions will permit us to maintain this low price is a difficult question. No one knows.

Consequently we advise you to buy immediately—under the easy payment plan if you wish—which allows you a legitimate use of your credit. As little as $5 down brings the set to you, and $5 a month over a short period enables you to have the immediate use of this highly useful set of books.

Send the coupon today. A booklet by return mail gives you complete details of the Britannica, the easy installment plan and the low prices.

Richard M. Baker, Kent, Conn.
"It is the best investment in books I ever made. A public library in the home, and a lifetime of reading with pleasure and achievement combined."

Frank Obarst, Forestdale, N. Y.
"I believe this to be the most profitable investment any home could make."

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
"One of the first things we must have for ourselves as well as our children is some kind of general reference library, and I find that the Encyclopaedia Britannica fills this need admirably."

Send For Free Booklet

Learn more about the new Britannica today. Fill out the coupon and drop it in the mail. We will send you by return mail a large booklet free, rich in color plates, maps and sample pages, and containing a full description of the 24 volumes of the Britannica, its 3,500 contributors, the 15,000 illustrations, many in color, and its 500 maps. You will learn about the low prices. Mail the coupon now. No obligation.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA, INC.
342 Madison Ave., New York City

Please send me, by return mail, without obligation, your new illustrated booklet with color plates and maps from the latest Britannica, together with low price offer representing a saving of many dollars.
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Don't be misled by cheapness... know the shoe you buy... look for the name Florsheim... it means so much... it identifies shoes that are quality made and trustworthy.

The Princeton Style M-438

$8 most styles

The Florsheim Shoe
The ROAD to MONTEREY

By Lew Allen

Modern Engineering Carries On Where The Vaquero Had To Leave Off

For three hundred years the road south to Monterey in old Mexico was little more than a mere trail. From the north the gay caballero and his cavalcade of vaqueros had a choice of routes converging on one which had attained the dignity of a wagon road. To the south in the mountains conditions were different, and a worn, narrow passageway often skirted dizzy heights in serving the pack train of ore-laden burros, or the hardy Indian peon perforce picked his own path.

Then came the iron horse, affecting but little the secluded inhabitants of the deeply buried little villages of the interior. Now a paved highway which brings to their tiny settlements, primitive and unchanged through the years, not only the mad gringoes of the north in their rumbling chariots, but almost equally strange people from farther-off provinces of Mexico has sprung into being. Mexico’s great highway project, a link in the Pan-American Highway which will eventually join the Americas, started in 1926 and is now nearing completion. Its construction has involved solving rare engineering problems, and it offers new thrills and experiences in motoring.

From the Legion’s convention city of San Antonio, Texas—by way of the inland port of Laredo, the highway leads into Mexico City, making accessible for the first time the primitive plateau region of Mexico’s interior. Linking, as it does, a metropolis of the once none-too-popular Colossus of the North with the Mexican seat of government, the great highway augurs well for the continuation of the good feeling existing between the two republics and for the mutual confidence which now prevails.

Designed partly to attract tourists from the United States, this two thousand kilometer stretch of road opens new scenic wonders to the enterprising motorist. Mexican federal engineers have overcome tremendous engineering difficulties. For miles and miles the roadway is blasted out of solid mountain rock and winds for great distances at perilous heights, the sheer drop from the edge of the road to the canyons below at one place being over 2600 feet.

For nearly a year motorists of the Southwest and those taking the southern trans-continental route have been able to enjoy the trip to Monterey over an un-

One reason why the Highway of Good Will had to wait something like three hundred years to become an actuality

broken paved highway, stretching out 148 miles from the border at Laredo. This offers something unique to most automobile tourists because the first ninety miles comprise a straight, level run with hardly any traffic, no speed limits, and that long-awaited chance to see if the car will really do what (Continued on page 52)
"And that makes the thing more binding"

That center seam is the culprit! That's the thing that makes underwear try to cut you in two. That's the thing that makes underwear bind and pull and plague you until you wish it had never been invented! But Arrow has put the seam where it can't dissect you and make you miserable.

Arrow has perfected and patented the seamless crotch. There is no seam running from the front of the crotch to the back to make you wish someone would play the National Anthem and give you an excuse for standing up.

Arrow Shorts give you plenty of seat and leg room. When you sit down the shorts conform to your body. You can sit all day without fidgeting, squirming, or adjusting.

Arrow has done more than declare an armistice between the human form and its underwear. Arrow, by Sanforizing its shorts, has made peace permanent—they will not shrink. This Sanforizing Process—the only process of its kind—guarantees permanent fit for the life of the garment.

Arrow Undershirts are made of soft spun cotton that is especially absorbent and elastic. And they introduce a neck that is better because of improved stitching which will not break or pull out.

When you buy underwear ask for Arrow—and insist upon seeing the Arrow label. Once you experience Arrow comfort you'll never go back to the torture of the old-fashioned kind!

© 1932, CLUETT, PEABODY & CO., INC., TROY, NEW YORK

Arrow Underwear
Perfect fit guaranteed

Arrow Undershirts give you full chest coverage. They fit snugly—permanently!

Look! The buttons are all on the waistband—none on the fly. The fly closes comfortably and automatically.

Clever! Not a single seam in the crotch to pull and cut into you!

Arrow shorts and undershirts
Stride 50¢
a garment
Sprinter 75¢ Crew 1.00

ARROW UNDERWEAR
October, 1932
Now GEM makes both

It balks at no beard. The latest and greatest Gem Razor—for single- and double-edged blades—compels you to shave with a sliding, barber stroke. That's because it works on the level and not at a curve, and uses rigid instead of bent blades. There are $660,000 worth of new features in the perfected Gem Micromatic Razor, and there's 50% more service in the new Gem Doubledge Blade.

A thicker blade, with a deep, wedge-edge that paper-thin steel can't take or hold. A numbered blade so you can't forget which edge you last used.

Gem Blades are surgical steel because surgical instruments must be prepared to meet any emergency, and Gem Blades must be prepared to meet any beard. Surgical steel is better steel, tougher steel—steel that dares not have a flaw.

A lighter blade would wear away under the 4,840 separate stroppings that every Gem Blade receives.

But this supreme keenness couldn't be delivered to your face without Gem's dual-alignment, which automatically adjusts the blade with a precision that delights the tenderest skin and the roughest stubble.

The Gem Singledge Blade fits any Gem frame, no matter when purchased.

The Gem Doubledge Blade can only be used with the Gem Micromatic Razor, which protectively covers and keeps one edge in reserve until the other edge has exhausted its keenness.

A handier, heavier and handsomer razor. All in one piece—with no removable parts. Opens with a simple twist, slides the blade into place, and clamps it fast with another turn.

The correct shaving slant is built in the bevel-top frame which brings the beard upstanding at a right angle, and reaches every cleft and cranny of the face.

Why bother with an obsolete, clumsy type of razor and flexible blade uncertainty? Switch to the double-duty Gem and dependable blades. They make good, not apologies.

Gem Safety Razor Corp. Dept. ALL Brooklyn, N. Y.

I'm willing to treat my beard to comfort at your expense. Mail me my FREE Gem Doubledge Blade.
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The IDEA Behind GREENFIELD

Henry Ford

As told to Arthur Van Vlissingen, Jr.

LET us suppose that you have come to Dearborn, Michigan, and have arranged in advance to visit Greenfield Village—what most people refer to as Henry Ford's Early American Village. At the appointed time you park your automobile by the curb outside one of the gates and enter.

With an old-time flourish, a horse-drawn surrey or buggy or hack drives up—the sort that used to meet all trains in any American small town in your youth, if you are now over thirty-five. The man on the front seat reminds you of Clint Jackson or Dave Miller or whoever held the glamorous job of hack-driver in those days. You climb in, the reins slap on the horses' backs, and away you go over an old-fashioned narrow gravel road bordered by grass and weeds. Dust rises behind you, and pleasant memories of the days when this was ordinary experience involuntarily bring to your face a slightly wistful smile.

Peering around the front seat—you had forgotten how poor was the passenger's view of the road ahead—you see approaching a pleasant village with the principal buildings facing a common, or village green. Far ahead you recognize a brick colonial church. Off to the right is the white frame town hall, identified by its Grecian portico. To your left you see an hospitable inn with white pillars and second-floor gallery. Elsewhere you spy a country store, a schoolhouse, a combined drug store and fire station and post office, other landmarks unmistakable to anybody who knew small-town life in the United States as it was almost until the turn of the twentieth century. Your conveyance pulls up before the inn, and you dismount for your tour of Greenfield Village.

What it all means to Henry Ford he makes clear in the following article.

As a people we know a little about antiques, but hardly anything about the life of that earlier America which produced them. If we ever look back to the days before our nation became industrialized, we do it in a rather condescending fashion. We are inclined to believe that today's ways are the best ways as yet discovered, that what went before was discarded because the new ways demonstrated their unquestionable superiority. In short, until recently at least, we were pretty self-satisfied with ourselves and our manner of living.

We must not lose sight of the real values of that older life in the earlier days of our country. For a generation which has never experienced those days, their true values are difficult to visualize. History as it is taught in the schools deals largely with the unusual phases of our national life—wars, major political controversies, territorial extensions, and the like. When I went to our American history books to learn how our forefathers harrowed the land, I discovered that the historians knew nothing about harrows. Yet our country has depended more on harrows than on guns or speeches. I thought that a history which excluded harrows, and all the rest of daily life, was buck. And I think so yet.

But how are we going to show this daily life of our forebears? It can hardly be done through books and pictures. I thought it might be done by assembling an early American village here at Dearborn and showing the early crafts as they were actually used day by day.

In Greenfield Village one may see, and to some extent share, the life of those days of fifty or one hundred years ago. Even the unimaginative visitor can reconstruct how the people cooked their meals, he can see for himself the rope-spring beds and the trundle beds on which they and their children slept, he can see their method of using the candle molds with which they made their evenings less completely dark. In the old-time workshops and stores he can see the methods by which goods were manufactured and the quality of the manufacture that resulted. In short, he can see for himself the beginnings of the industrial development which has brought us to the present day. All we are trying to do is to preserve this for the coming generations by gathering in one typical village these genuine struc-

It's authentic New England and colonial, this Chapel of Martha-Mary in Henry Ford's Greenfield Village, Dearborn, Michigan
tured of older days, with the actual equipment of the times.

There is no use suggesting that we go back to the method of living disclosed in Greenfield Village. It looks romantic, but we have become too much accustomed to too many refinements ever to be comfortable in the same conditions our fathers had. Greenfield Village has no hope of settling the clock back two hundred years. But neither is its purpose mere entertainment. I have not spent twenty-five years making these collections simply to bring a homesick tear to sentimental eyes, nor to serve as a drab contrast against which we may really appreciate the superior way we live today. Its purpose is serious, not sentimental. It is intended to show by actual example how our people lived when they were building toward today's standards of living. It is intended to open the eyes of the more thoughtful visitor to some of the values that have been lost in the process of our material advancement. And it is hoped that thereby it may help us regain what we have lost, without taking away an iota of the gains we have meanwhile obtained.

For we are in grave danger of losing something that American life cannot safely do without. Unless we take care, we shall lose forever some of the most valuable of the qualities which made this nation what it is. These are the national characteristics that built a standard of living which even after three years of depression is higher than has ever been attained elsewhere even at the peak of a boom. This high standard of living results from the large supply of usable goods produced by the nation's farms and mines and factories. It is the direct consequence of our intensive industrialization.

But intensive industrialization, as we are seeing everywhere today, is no protection against the pressure of economic change and the dislocations that attend it. Now in the earlier days of the United States, such violent fluctuations as we see today in the circumstances of the general population, were not possible. To be sure, they had their panics and their depressions, but life was for the great majority of people on a basis quite different from ours. The old-timers, even though they worked in factories, were closer to the soil. The materials they worked with were closer to the soil. These men looked to themselves for a means of livelihood, rather than to an employer. And when, as sometimes happened, the factories shut down or laid off hands, the factory workers were for the most part well able to fend for themselves.

A look at our nineteenth century village helps to show us how and why this was so. It is a small geographical unit, and even when it is eventually completed, with perhaps four times as many buildings as it now has, it will still be a small town. Fifty or sixty years ago a great majority of the American people lived either on farms or in towns as small as this. Another large percentage lived in somewhat larger towns which were much like Greenfield Village except that they covered more acreage and supported some types of business and industry which could not be made to pay in the smaller communities.

Industry was on a smaller scale, as we see when we leave the public square and wander through the back streets of our early American village. We find, for instance, a grist mill actually grinding wheat and corn by the old stone burr process. Two or three men are a complete force for this mill, which has sufficient capacity to provide the domestic requirements of a population such as would normally be found within several miles of a town the size of Greenfield Village. In fact, when this very mill was operated in this self-same frame building on the Michigan stream where it was originally erected a hundred years ago, it served just such a population. Today, operating by steam power instead of by its original water wheel, it is producing flour and corn meal so good that in our employees' store they sell at a premium over patent flours and meals. Moreover, remarkable as it may seem, the mill is today self-supporting. Just as rapidly as we can restore an old factory to productivity, it becomes self-supporting.

In another neighborhood of the village we find a machine shop erected about seventy years ago in a Michigan town to supply the needs of sawmills. It employed perhaps twenty workmen when running to capacity. Nearby is a typical steam engine manufac-

A Lincoln shrine in Greenfield Village; Courthouse of Logan County, Illinois, in which the Rail splitter argued cases

Flavor of an almost vanished America—grocery store of the fifties and century-old inn

From Edison's Menlo Park, New Jersey, came this house, the first ever lighted by electricity
it, its equipment has been restored to running order, it is in actual operation. Part of its present duty is to turn out glass to replace original glass missing from the Village buildings and their equipment as they are erected and restored. It also manufactures a great deal of fine scientific glassware for use in our laboratories—
at reasonable cost.

In the small towns of the past century which Greenfield Village typifies, the factory hands did not live in apartments nor on twenty-five-foot lots. Their cottages were on larger plots of ground, they all had gardens and chickens, many of them kept cows or sheep or hogs. In seasonal industries the workmen followed other occupations during the dull months. Many of them had small farms of their own, or they worked on other people's farms. They all had side-lines. Perhaps they were loggers in winter and factory hands in summer. Somehow they kept themselves profitably occupied the year around. Industrial employment was to them in much the same position as a cash crop to the farmer who uses most of his produce for the subsistence of his family and livestock. Their wages paid for those few necessities and luxuries which they were unable to produce for themselves.

Such a mode of living has not been made impossible by the industrialization of our country. It only seems so because industry has tended to centralize manufacturing plants in large cities, so that people have moved to town to earn factory wages. Uproot a man from the soil, move him into a great city, and he becomes wholly dependent upon others. He can earn a living in the city only when someone gives him a job at which he can earn wages. When general business conditions throw him out of a job, he is practically helpless. So he naturally gravitates to charity. He is used to depending on others for his living, he has lost his self-dependence. That is, he has lost one of the strong elements of character which built our nation. Our first national wealth is men. It behooves us to consider what progress does to our people. Most of our evils are due to hasty greed, and most of our social distress is caused by our softness in depending on the fruits of greed.

In our own business we have found it entirely possible to work along lines quite different from those usually thought necessary by industry. To be sure, we have not carried this policy to anywhere near the point to which I am convinced we shall eventually carry it. But we have for a long while had a number of small factories in small towns not far from our main plants. These units are operated to combine the advantage of city wages with the advantages of village life and on the assumption that the workers will keep one foot in industry and the other on the soil. During the growing season they are free to work the earth, to grow crops in field and garden. Outside the growing season, they work in our factories. But—and here is the important point—if adverse business conditions decrease their factory earnings or temporarily suspend them altogether, they can still live by their own efforts. These men are not subject to the city workman's ever-present anxiety about a continuous job and uninterrupted wages.

Some of these decentralized plants employ only a handful of men. Others have payrolls of three hundred. As good an example as any is a tiny plant where less than a dozen men manufacture all our requirements of a certain kind of tap, a tool used in thread-cutting. This is an ideal product for this procedure, since it involves a small amount of raw material and a large amount of labor. Trucking the material to the plant and hauling away the finished product is simple, inexpensive. It is more than made up by the low overhead expense to us of running this little factory.

Our tiny tap shop is in size just the sort of industry typical of the factories in Greenfield Village. It is more efficient, hence more profitable to us, than if it were tucked away in a corner of one of our huge plants. And the men who work in it have the advantages of rural life coupled with the advantage of modern industrial wages.

Now the big point at present is that amongst the employees in the village industries there is no destitution. They have a double security—the shop and the land. The city dweller has only the shop.

Eventually, I am convinced, we and other large manufacturers must come to decentralization. We shall concentrate our heavy operations involving comparatively inexpensive materials in our large plants—iron and steel making, cement manufacture, and so on. Our smaller, more highly fabricated products will be made in the small towns and villages. Our people will spread out into spacious and healthful surroundings. Then a large share of the factory workers of the nation will enjoy a measure of security which they knew in the days of an earlier United States, a security which they have since lost as they have moved into the cities and lost their direct contact with the soil.

If you doubt this security which comes from tilling the earth, let me remind you how many of the city unemployed have moved themselves and their families back to their parents' farms. Here in Detroit, they tell me, the "farms for sale" advertisements have practically disappeared, while the "farms wanted" advertisements have greatly increased. Even with farm products selling too low and farm taxes oppressively high, the good earth does her part and there are always sixty loaves (Continued on page 50)
There were more motor vehicle deaths in June, 1931, than for the whole year of 1912. In September, 1931, an average of 110 persons met death each day in automobile accidents. In 1930, some 33,000 people were killed and more than a million injured in automobile accidents. A battlefield may be a safer place than an American highway.

The cold figures do not tell the story of the personal and family tragedy of these accidents. The group of curious spectators melt away when the ambulance departs. But the human drama has just begun. The smallest item of loss may be the repair of the car, and that costs money, as every motorist knows. Then there's the doctor and the hospital. Weeks may elapse, long, painful weeks, before the injured victim can get about again, and now perhaps he must have the aid of crutch or brace. Possibly he never can go back to his former work. In the meantime family income has ceased, expenses have increased many fold. Even if physical recovery is satisfactory and complete, who is to move the mountain of debt which has grown during the weeks of incapacity?

Exit the garage man, the nurse, the doctor; enter the lawyer. Under what circumstances one may shift to another the burden of a loss he suffers is a legal question. The most important rules governing automobile accidents are not difficult to state, though they may be puzzling to apply. Legal liability depends upon the negligence of the one inflicting the injury. If one without fault injures another in operating a car, there is no liability. If the injury was sustained by the driver's carelessness, the latter is legally liable for that injury. If the driver is not the owner, but is operating the car upon the owner's business, the owner will be liable for the driver's carelessness just as though the owner himself had been at the wheel. Whether the operator was careless in a particular instance is to be decided by answering the question: Did he act as a man of ordinary prudence and carelessness would have acted under the circumstances?

It does not take a Philadelphia lawyer to see the difficulty all this involves. First, the swift-moving drama of the accident must be reenacted in the court room for the benefit of judge and jury. The accident was a matter of a few seconds of time and it happened months ago. Even if we assume that every witness is telling the truth as he sees it (a violent assumption), it is a hard task to reproduce the now faded picture. Then, when the various and conflicting stories are told, the jury must decide which one it is to believe and make up its mind whether the conduct of the motorist was negligent and if that negligence caused the victim's harm.

But there is another high hurdle which the injured man must get over if he is to win a verdict in his favor. Our law is that one injured by another's negligence cannot make the other pay for the injury if the carelessness of the injured person himself also contributed to the injury. It is not a question of relative carelessness, how much one was negligent, or how little the other. If a plaintiff's negligence contributed in the least, he is barred. A harsh doctrine this, but nevertheless the law, except where its very harshness has induced courts to create some exceptions to it. These need not be gone into here. The

The American Legion Monthly
contributory negligence question will come into almost every law suit brought to recover for the consequences of an automobile collision, and its answer involves all the difficulties of fact also present in deciding the question of defendant’s negligence.

Guesswork is also involved in deciding how much the victim is to be allowed, once it is decided that the accident was the other person’s fault, and not his. Property damage is not hard to arrive at: If it costs $100 to repair the wrecked car, that amount can be allowed unless the garage charge is excessive. So, too, the expense of the physician, hospital, medicine and similar definite items. If the injured man had employment at regular wages his loss of earnings is a simple matter of arithmetic. But how much shall be allowed for “pain and suffering”? Would anyone voluntarily suffer the tortures of a fractured leg for $500? Or any other amount? Money paid afterward is necessarily a clumsy recompense. But because it is clumsy is no reason for denying it, if it is the best that can be provided. The jury will guess at a fair allowance for this non-pecuniary injury as best it can, and its award will stand unless the judge feels the amount is grossly excessive.

Many motor accidents result in law suits. Court record studies in several cities show the tremendous proportion of the work of the courts taken up with this type of claim. Thus in Philadelphia motor accident litigation has been found to comprise fifty percent of all civil trials; in New Haven forty-two percent; in Detroit thirty-four percent; in the Supreme Court of New York, thirty-three percent. Yet only a small fraction of all such claims are fought out in court. In 1930, for instance, one large insurance company paid nearly 25,000 claims. More than four-fifths were paid without suit being entered, only two percent were paid following verdicts rendered in litigation.

The road to legal recovery for one injured in an automobile accident is long, expensive, uncertain, slow. Facts are difficult to prove; the harsh doctrine of contributory negligence may deprive one of all legal claim; crowded court dockets may delay relief so long that it is nearly worthless; the amount of a verdict may be guesswork and poor guesswork at that. But, after all, many of these difficulties are present in every type of law suit and some of them are inherent in any kind of machinery which is subject to the weaknesses of human judgment (Continued on page 50)
The False Equation: NO ARMY=

THE incessant efforts of those who enforce unpreparedness either from pacifism or parsimony have accomplished nothing except enormous wastage of men and money.

"THE incessant efforts of those who enforce unpreparedness either from pacifism or parsimony have accomplished nothing except enormous wastage of men and money."

The most bloodcurdling speech I ever heard was made, shortly after we entered the World War, by an orator who smote the table with a crash and uttered something to this effect:

"Many people have complained that the declaration of war found us unready in every respect, but I am proud of that fact. I rejoice in it! Because it proves that our intentions were innocent!"

What price innocence? Those innocent intentions cost us the lives of thousands of our soldiers, cost our Allies the loss of millions of lives; cost them and us the waste of billions of treasure; and eventually cost us the prolonged, crushing and almost inescapable depression from which we now suffer.

I prophesy that much the same oration will be delivered when the next World War finds us in it but not ready for it. For, if experience means anything, it tells us that when and if we ever enter another war we shall enter it entirely unprepared.

Your true pacifist makes much ado over the horrors of battle and the slaughter of youth, as if he alone held war in abhorrence; but he takes no blame to himself for his immense share in the slaughter. He ignores the ghastly price we have always paid for our habit of refusing to prepare for any war until it has been declared. The pity of it is that the pacifist recurs like the seven-year locust and with equal devastation. He begins to germinate right after each war has taught us the dreadful lessons of unpreparedness, and he flourishes upon the spirit of resentment that follows when the bill for the war must be paid.

In the morning-after headaches that succeed each war, the mere thought of the possibility of another war is as nauseating as the thought of another orgy is to the man still jittery with the one of the night before.

Still, it is fairly safe to say that the hard drinker who swears off will swear off again; and it is historically certain that the nation emerging repentantly from one war will eventually enter another.

We Americans call ourselves a peaceable nation with no land-grabbing lusts, yet we have had more than our share of wars from the beginning—according to Major W. A. Ganoe, 116 conflicts with 8600 battles and casualties of 1,280,000 men. The Revolution was followed by Shays's Rebellion, the Whiskey Insurrection, the dreadful Indian campaigns of Harmar, St. Clair and Wayne, the French war of 1798, the war with the Barbary Pirates, the War of 1812, the war with Mexico, the Civil War, the Spanish War, the Mexican clash, the World War, not to mention a century of almost uninterrupted struggle with the Indians. Yet the pacifists would have us assume that there will be no more wars, and that any attention paid to an army is criminal waste.

Out of every war we have emerged with the making of a splendid army, which we have promptly starved into a state of obsolescence and comparative uselessness.

There has been plentiful warning of every war we have ever waged, yet the opening battles have always found us as unprepared as if the bolt had come from the blue with no preliminary clouds or far-off thunder. The end of every war has found us making emphatic resolutions that we shall never again be caught napping, never again subjected to the disgraceful losses of opportunity and of life that shocked us before.

Yet there has always been a rapid return to "normal;" the most rudimentary precautions have been resented. Gradually the very word "preparedness" has taken on an irritating sound and we have insisted on being allowed to sleep in peace while the cobwebs and the rust gather on our old-fashioned weapons. Gifted and patriotic soldiers who have devoted their lives to the science and the art of war regularly find themselves marooned in idle posts, or outcasts altogether.

Yet, while the pacifists have done their bit and have claimed
much credit for the decay of the military spirit, the true cause has been not so much love of peace as love of being let alone—laziness, stinginess, indifferentism.

The soldier at war has been celebrated by orators and poets with tail feathers spread. He is hailed as the savior of his country, the one true citizen, the hope of the future, the defender of ideals. When he comes home his path is strewn with flowers; but they wilt no faster than the public enthusiasm. Gradually the savior of each war has become the bore, the pest, of the peace. He has been costly because of so many wounds, and disabilities and the expense of pensions and hospitalization. The Regular Army, which should serve not only as the depository of all the science acquired during the late war but as the laboratory for the next, has been relegated to a state of helpless poverty in which initiative is impossible, investigation and invention hopeless.

In the long peace preceding the Spanish War I can remember that the public had actually reached such a pass of contempt for the Regular Army that soldiers in uniform were forbidden admission to the better parts of theaters! There were some scandalous incidents. Then suddenly war lowered and immediately the uniform became sacred, beautiful, the only wear. The theaters were proud of its presence.

The inevitableness of war with Spain was manifest for years as the ruination of Cuba went on and on and the concentration of the people in cities brought death by starvation to tens of thousands; yet there was fierce opposition to the least step toward preparedness. Then one night the Maine was blown up in Havana harbor and we were rushed into war with results that were sickening to our pride. After the war we relapsed into the same state, and the outbreak of war in Europe in 1914 found us where we had been.

In 1916 it looked as if we might have a (Continued on page 44)
LAST winter these columns were opened to the writer for the publication of two articles on great business depressions of the past and a third article purporting to illustrate how the course of the present slack times runs parallel with precedent, especially the depression of 1873-78, which sprang from causes similar to those of our present situation. Among the letters from readers was one from a thoughtful laboring man in the manufacturing town of Chester, near Philadelphia. As one seeking information rather than trying to start an argument, he asked how I could be so confident that history would repeat, and this depression follow the traces of its predecessors, getting worse until a good many cracks under the strain, when all at once the turn comes, things clear up, wheels spin, men resume work and in a few months the accumulated cares of years pass away?

I do not know whether my answer was very satisfactory. I said that as a semi-professional student of history I had learned that all history is repetition differing only in detail. It is a part of the vanity of each generation to think that it lives in a new era, which when you get down to it is merely a reshuffling of the cards handed down from eras gone by. Just now there are two obsessions concerning the present depression by which the popular mind sets it apart from other depressions and seeks to bar the old rules for recovery from applying. One is that this depression is the first that is world-wide and the other that during the boom we created facilities for production that are so far in advance of consumption that they can never be utilized again.

In neither obsession is there anything new. Most of the world was flat on its back in the seventies, for instance, and that depression, like this one, was caused by speculation on an excess of...
production and expansion. Four trans-continental railroads were being built where one was enough for the time being. The vast facilities for producing the things that go to make a railroad grew like Jack's beanstalk and when the railroads blew up this machinery became idle. Grass grew among the cobblestones of industrial towns and people proclaimed that there were too many machines (as there were at the moment) and never again would we see turning all the wheels that turned in August, 1873, before the crash that came in September. People talked of going back to the land, and in great numbers they went back, where a man can live somehow, for it is the land that supports us all. They stayed there, these exiles from industry, until the boom's debts were paid and the machines began to turn again, which they were all doing six months after the lowest and most discouraging period of the depression had been reached—and turning briskly to make up for the scarcity of everything created during the period of suspension.

Yet, as I say, perhaps my letter failed to carry the desired conviction, and doubtless my correspondent spoke for others who are inclined to scout an argument based on the redundant qualities of history. In times when so many predictions have gone awry a man cannot be censured for having some qualms about a dead duck such as history. What if this should be the time it doesn't repeat? It is to such persons these lines are addressed. The evidence of one's own eyes is more satisfactory than what he reads in books, and I have seen the living testimony that, as in the past, America is tightening its belt for the last long and hard pull that will see us through.

In July we observed a melancholy anniversary, when the depression, which in 1929 we were so unambiguously assured would not last six months, entered its fourth year. It is in the fourth year that the strain begins to tell. The pricked balloons of "business as usual" and "prosperity just around the corner" (which as far back as 1930 one inspired typesetter rendered as "just around the coroner") make a bitter that offends the eye and discourages the spirit. As the delusion of a royal road to recovery fades two things take its place: (1) talk and confusion; (2) silence and a grim determination to travel the rocky road of liquidation of debts contracted during the period of unsound expansion. And thus we are today a house divided.

It would not be fair or accurate to make the division purely along geographical lines, although I am not the first observer to remark that in the urban centers of the East, notably New York City, one hears more hard times talk than elsewhere. This is true. New York has a certain feeling of superiority over its neighbors, and, as the home of the Stock Exchange, seems to consider itself the headquarters of the depression.

Indeed, the suffering there is very real and cannot be mitigated by planting potato patches on Third Avenue. Temporary relief in cities is largely a matter of distributing dollars, or food and clothing bought with dollars, like the payment of boom-time debts, which is the only road to permanent relief, and is a painful affair. But both forms of relief go (Continued on page 38)
CONCERNING

Illustrations by
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A Quarter-Breed Squaw Takes a Hand in a White Man’s Game

I

HAD been conversing with old Dad Tully, owner of the 70
ranch and, in the course of a discussion so puerile I have now
forgotten what it was, I employed the quotation, “God
moves in a mysterious way His wonders to perform.”
Dad smiled reminiscently. “Being just an ornery old cow-
man,” he admitted, “I can’t say as I know much about the Lord
and His mysterious ways, but I claim to know a heap about men
who moved in wondrous ways their mysteries to perform. And,”
he added with conviction, “I never knew one of them fellers that
didn’t end up by out-floking himself, thus providing a moral and
adorning a tale. Did I ever tell you about Bud Inman? . . . No?
Well, tell Zing to hustle up the alfalfa cocktails; it’s first drink
time. And while we’re libating I’ll tell you about Bud Inman.”
Having “libated” sufficient to wet his whistle, as it were, Dad
began his story:

This here Bud Inman I’m telling you about was what you
might call a mighty low white man. While I never knew him to
commit the crime of grand larceny or to murder anybody himself,
nevertheless I always thought Bud had possibilities in either di-
rection, but on account of him having been born with a natural
yearning to play the game o’ life close to his vest when dealing
himself a hand o’ vicissitudes he don’t, so far as I know, except on
one occasion, overi more than what’s apt to cost him a five
hundred dollar fine and six months in jail or both.

When I first meet up with Bud he’s rising forty year old and
running a hotel up along the Klamath River. He has a bar in this
dealfall, with two brands of alleged whiskey in it—one, which
is bad, he retails to cowboys and miners and the other, which is
worse, he makes special himself on the premises. That’s for
Indians and it sure carries the authority.

With the exception of the brief period during which occur what I’m
going to tell you about, Bud’s a bachelor and his hotel indicates it.
He has a Chinese cook who also waits on table and has promised to make
the beds and sweep out the rooms, but fails miserably on both
counts, yet for all that Bud’s hotel is patronized regularly by the
prospectors and cow men that from time to time wander up and
down the Klamath. There ain’t no road along the Klamath in
them days—nothin’ but a footpath, which naturally tends to
limit the trade. However, for all its natural drawbacks, Bud’s
hotel is popular with his particular trade, because every one of
his five rooms contains a bootjack; as Bud often remarked there
was one charge his guests could never make stick. He didn’t have
a bed bug on the premises and he couldn’t help having fleas when
men that ought to know better insisted on sleeping their dogs in
the same room with them.

It takes me all of two visits to get on to Bud, on account he’s
cross-eyed. On the second visit, however, I make up my mind
that even if he ain’t so afflicted he can’t look you straight in the
eye nohow. And, added to that, he’s recently made an Indian
marriage with a squaw by the name o’ Maggie, a lady built on the
butcher-block style of architecture an’ a rearin’, tearin’ grizzily
when she gets drunk, which ain’t often, because she won’t touch
nothin’ but white man’s whiskey an’ Bud keeps that locked up as
a rule. Maggie has a son, born to her very early in life an’ ac-
cordin’ to gossip there’s a military strain in him, he having been
sired by a cavalry bugler over to Fort Bidwell. However, as this
ain’t regarded exactly as a bar sinister in the best Indian circles,
Tillie

By Peter B. Kyne

Bud fires six times from behind the bar, but Bogus keeps right on comin'

Maggie's son, which he's known as Bogus Ben Bugler, rates just as high socially as his full-blooded brethern—that is, when he's sober. With a half quart of his foster-father's whiskey under his shirt, however, he's feared and respected, for on such occasions Bogus Ben Bugler's military strain come strongly to the front and nothing will suit him but war. Which he was a fightin' fool, too.

Well, when Maggie and Bud Inman make their unconventional alliance, Bogus Ben Bugler, as our British brethern would say, was tickled no end. Right off he takes advantage o' the groom to run up a whiskey bill of twenty-one dollars—an' white man's whiskey at that. However, to show he was a good son, he split it with Maggie. His own quarter breed squaw, Tillie, never touches the stuff.

I must tell you about Tillie. She had a strain of Hereford in her, bein' a direct lineal descendant o' the owner of the Window Pane outfit over on Scott River, which the Window Pane brand is evolved from the Double H. Seeing its possibilities for blotchin', Tillie's pa runs his iron over the Double H—a bar above and one below and sets up in business under the Window Pane brand. All was goin' well until the Double H riding boss concludes to skin a Window Pane steer to view the brand from the inside out. When he discovers the old brand shows a dark blue with the recent additions looming up fairly red, he's convinced he has a public duty to perform, to wit, making Tillie a half orphan on her father's side. Which he does the same and it has nothing to do with my story, except to indicate that poor Tillie, through no fault of her own, starts life with a moral and economic handicap, which same probably accounts for her subsequent peculiar actions when, with the white side of her brain, she figures out Bud Inman's opus
moderandi in relieving himself of his foster son, Bogus Ben Bugler.

Once Bogus Ben Bugler’s in Bud Inman’s debt, he’s a gone fawn. Right off Bud decides to make him work it out, so he puts Bogus in charge of the stable. Also he’s responsible for wood an’ water in the hotel kitchen for the Chinese cook and is supposed to take full charge of his mother when she overflows, which she does as often as Bud forgets to lock his liquor closet, which he’s a mite forgetful at times. Bud allows Bogus a salary of thirty dollars a month, board for him an’ Tillie an’ a vacant stall in the horse barn for light housekeeping.

His first month’s salary, therefore, is nine dollars net, and as him an’ Tillie needs some clothing, nothing happens that pay day. Along about the fifteenth of the following month, however, Bogus Ben Bugler gets powerful thirsty, so, watchin’ his opportunity when there’s no white men around to witness Bud’s crime in sellin’ liquor to an Indian, Bogus breezes up to the bar an’ says to Bud:

“Whiskey.”

Bud, figuring his step-son has maybe four bits left over from pay day and being distrustful to a certain extent, deals out a glass of the fiery usquebaugh he keeps for Indians and in doing so pulls a trick he’s evolved for appeasing Maggie. He pours from a bottle that’s supposed to contain white man’s whiskey. Bogus downs it with a grin of savage satisfaction and says: “Hum! Hep no good. Him Injun whiskey. What for you fool me, Bud?”

“Oh, hell,” says Bud, generous-like, “wrap yourself around another, Bogus, an’ quit squawkin’.”

So Bogus did and told Bud to charge both drinks to his account. Findin’ Bud agreeable, he calls in Maggie an’ treats her to two drinks. That’s four drinks he’s in the hole. So he goes outside an’ makes four nicks in the bark of an alder tree with his knife, and Bud, observin’ this from the window, steps out under cover of darkness the same night and messes up Bogus Ben Bugler’s bookkeeping, by posting six drinks to his own credit instead of four. In consequence of this nefarious act, Bogus discovers at the end of the month that he ain’t got but five dollars coming, so he retires to figure this out. He knows drinks is ten cents each, ten drinks for a dollar, so he consults his books and finds a record of two hundred and fifty drinks. On account he’s a mite untutored he can’t recognize the forgery, so he does the next best thing. While he believes his own books, nevertheless he concludes to start a double-entry system of bookkeeping in order to check up, which when you come to think of it, ain’t a half bad idea for a savage to work up. He says

nothin’ but draws down the five he has coming. Bud tries hard to get him to settle for a quart of white man’s whisky, which only cost Bud seventy-five cents, but Bogus has his own ideas and refuses. Being half white, he has some consideration for Tillie and gives her the five, after which he starts runnin’ up a whisky bill again. After each drink Bud sees him cut a notch in the bark of the alder tree and after dark Bud messes up the account again. What Bud don’t know, however, is that Bogus is also dropping an acorn into an old can back of the barn, simultaneous—one drink, one acorn.

That month Bogus controls himself considerably; hence when pay day comes around he’s considerably surprised, to say the least, when Bud presents his accounting. Sure enough, Bud’s books agree with Bogus Ben Bugler’s alder tree records, but between the alder tree an’ the can of acorns there’s what accountants call a grave discrepancy, with Bogus Ben Bugler claimin’ a credit memorandum an’ promptly allowin’ he’ll kill Bud Inman if it ain’t forthcoming. Bud promptly reaches under the bar for his gun, but it ain’t there, whereupon it occurs to him that maybe a compromise is in order. He’s sure of this when Maggie, a true mother, takes the part of her abused son, while Tillie, as loyal a wife as ever lived, ranges up alongside of Maggie, who has an ax, and threatens to stab Bud with a miner’s candlestick. Bogus, meanwhile, is brandishing his pen—I mean his skelping knife, so Bud settles according to Bogus Ben Bugler’s acorns and says maybe he did make a little mistake, after all.

Bud was peed. He’d always maintained he’d gone as far as any white man to make prohibition effective among the Indians, by charging them three dollars a quart for stuff that cost him next to nothin’, whereas better liquor only cost a white man two dollars a quart. God knows he’d done his best to discourage ‘em from buying; if he sold Indians whiskey any cheaper he’d just be encouraging them into a life of profligacy. And he was decent about the business in other ways, too, for he never permitted any Indian he sold whiskey to, to drink it on the premises—that is, with the exception of Maggie and Bogus, in which case, they being part of his organization, it couldn’t very well be helped. However, thinking of the sheriff, he did his best to hold these weak vessels to a reasonable amount of the stuff.

There was another reason, too, why it was best to humor Bogus. Before Bud had took up with Maggie, her son Bogus had constituted a real problem. Fifty percent of his blood carried a one hundred percent Americanism. He was as independent as a hog on ice, which if the said hog can’t stand up he’ll set down. In the old days when Bogus Ben Bugler came to Bud’s place for whiskey, he wanted whiskey and he wanted it quick. If he didn’t get it he made a gun play. When he got it he drank it then and there like a white man, and whenever Bud would try in his gentle way to get Ben to drag off to his rancheria to get drunk, Bogus showed a disposition to argue the question in the smoke. Whiskey always made him quail some after the first quart. Yes, Bogus could hold it like a white man, all right.

He didn’t bluff Bud none, however. Bud wasn’t afraid of him at all. The sheriff was the only man in them parts that had Bud bluffed. Many a time Bud used to meditate on the advisability of killing Bogus when the Indian made a gun play, but he always restrained himself. It would certainly be bad for his business to have to explain how come he happened to bump off a drunken Indian.

“Dang your gizzard,” says Bud, as he settles with Bogus, “you was an a barrassment to me before I took on your mother and you’re a worse embarrass-ment now. You’ll get me in trouble yet if I don’t do something about it.”

Poor old Bud just didn’t know what to do about it, however. He had to have a roustabout on the place and he’d tried
many Indians only to fire them one and all. Bogus, unlike most of his full-blooded relatives, wasn’t lazy. In fact, it seemed as if he had a real leaning toward labor. He understood horses and liked them; he wouldn’t neglect them drunk or sober, and when a feller rode up to Bud’s hotel and turned his horse over to Bogus he never worried about the animal. When he was ready to leave in the morning his horse, saddled and bridled, was tied to the breeze outside and he could mount without bothering to look and see that the saddle was cinched proper.

Bogus was a good hunter, too. He always had a deer or a bear hung up in the meat-house and cut down Bud’s meat bills a hundred percent. If a guest wanted a grouse or some ducks or a mess of quail, Bogus would go out and get the game in no time and to hell with the game laws, if any, which there wasn’t much in them days. In fact, all Bogus craved was a square deal and enough whiskey to keep him on edge; with any sort of decent care Bud could have kept him from getting drunk. But you know how it is with Bud’s kind.

Bogus had other advantages. He broke Tillie to wait on table and she did the hotel washing, and he kept his mother in corn cob pipes an’ plug tobacco. He never bought a drink without buying one for Maggie too an’ he always split what he had left of his payday with Tillie. He was a good son and a good husband if he’d only had any chance in life.

No, Bud just couldn’t afford to lose Bogus Ben Bugler so gradually he give up dreaming of how beautiful Bogus would look in a new suit of overalls, ready for the grave, and took to practising patience and figuring out some new way to get the best of Bogus in their whiskey trading. Eventually he decided the quickest and simplest way was to keep a bottle special for Bogus and his family and cut down the proof with good old Klamath River water.

The first swig of that he gave Bogus is drowned without protest. Likewise the second. But that night when all is still and Bud has went out to the elder tree to doctor the books, he finds Bogus has made two half length cuts in the bark! And while Bud don’t know it, Bogus has dropped two manzanita berries into his can instead of the customary acorns.

The next payday it’s the same old story all over again. Bogus claims the stock’s been watered and insists upon a settlement at fifty cents on the dollar. But Bud is so mad at having been swindled by a mere Indian that he stands pat, so Bogus comes around the end of the bar to cut his gizzard out.

Bud, he don’t back water an inch. He knows his gun is back of the bar, now, so since desperate (Continued on page 52)
FIRST PRIZE

Pigtails à la mode made memorable the picnic of Leonard Wood Post of Los Angeles. Note the eating technique, reminiscent of corn-on-the-cob days of happy memory. Photograph by George Fales, Post Historian

THIRD PRIZE. From his hospital bedside window this picture of North Carolina Department bands and drum corps was snapped by Frank D. Hills, Ward R-3, Veterans Hospital at Oteen. The musical units took time out from the Department convention at Asheville to parade at the hospital.

JUSTICE is justice. California wins hands down the two principal prizes in the Monthly's Photo Competition for October. But the editors know that in Posts of other Departments hundreds of other pictures as effective as the California ones are only waiting for Legionnaire photographers to take them. The first prize picture of Leonard Wood Post of Los Angeles might have been made just as well at a Post picnic in Pennsylvania or Illinois, with due recognition of California's sunshine and the fact that the movies have made most Californians camera wise.
Come on Iowa, New Jersey, Kentucky and Maine! Come on, too, Maryland, Ohio, Louisiana and Wisconsin! And all you other States!

First, second and third prizes of $20, $15 and $10 will be paid for best Legion activity photographs published in each issue until further notice, and $5 will be paid for others selected. Address pictures to Legion Photo Editor, The American Legion Monthly, 521 Fifth Avenue, New York City, including postage if you desire them returned. Receipt of photographs will not be acknowledged, due to the large number of entries.

SECOND PRIZE

What Wall Street did to John W. Investor, Glendale (California) Post does to Sunny Boy, the black sheep who is passed along monthly to the Nineteenth District Post lowest in membership standing. Photo by C. R. Mowry

A split second during the benefit polo game of Daniel W. Brooks Post of Swissvale, Pennsylvania. Photograph submitted by M. S. Colmery

Prescott Park bathing beach and pavilion at Saranac Lake, New York, dredged, constructed and equipped entirely by Saranac Lake Post. Photo by F. P. Hardesty
WHEN you read this farewell statement, Legionnaire, you will have a new National Commander whose name is unknown to me as these words are written and whose identity is as yet a secret of history. The next article to appear in The American Legion Monthly bearing the signature of a National Commander will be signed by him; the custom of a signed article by the National Commander in each issue of the Legion's official magazine will go on.

This present article, as I said, is by way of a farewell from your top kick of 1931-32, and the word farewell naturally suggests the theme of a recapitulation of the activities of the administration which came to a close at Portland on September 15th.

Foremost on this year's Legion program, as on every Legion program from 1919 to this year, and from this year on into an indefinite future, has come the cause of the disabled American World War veteran. New cases have been reported to the Washington office of the Legion's National Rehabilitation Committee at an average daily rate of from forty to fifty during the year. Forty to fifty every day—each one a separate problem, a separate crisis, perhaps a separate tragedy affecting sometimes one man, oftener a man and one or more dependents. Forty to fifty daily human dramas—forty to fifty human dilemmas brought to The American Legion for succor and solution.

During the fiscal year ending June 30th last, the Rehabilitation Committee, through its central office and its ten field secretaries, has recovered for veterans $7,509,127, an increase of more than a million dollars over the previous official year. In computing this total, credit is assumed only for initial or adjustment payments without regard for continuing payments.

Striking proof that the Legion's technical experts are adequately equipped for their task is provided in the fact that the ten field secretaries made some six hundred recommendations to the proper government officials regarding possible improvements in the services concerned and that only twenty-seven percent of these recommendations were disapproved.

One of the most moving incidents of my year as your chief was my visit to the national leprosarium at Carrville, Louisiana, where nearly a score of World War vet-
Reduction of interest rates on adjusted compensation loans and immediate availability for loans of certificates recently issued.
Extension of term insurance for another five years, affecting nearly $2,000 veterans who would otherwise have been forced to forego this protection to themselves and their dependents.
Salvaging of the civilian components—C.M.T.C., R.O.T.C., and the Organized Reserve—of our national defense for at least another year.
Authorization of nearly $13,000,000 in appropriations for new hospital construction and of $5,000,000 for improvements and extensions of existing facilities. Of particular importance in this regard is a new law authorizing the Veterans Administrator to incur obligations to the full amount of all acts authorizing hospital construction, which guarantees the completion of the 1931 hospital program.
Appropriation of $120,000 to increase the number of Veterans' Employment Offices under the Department of Labor.
A small legislative detail which goes to prove how searchingly the Legion watches the needs of the disabled veteran was the enactment of a provision authorizing the Veterans Administration to buy tobacco for men receiving hospital treatment or domiciliary care.
The Legion, through its National Legislative Committee, scored in addition to these, many significant minor triumphs which were to be reported on in detail at Portland.
Most significant of all, perhaps, in the legislative field was a negative victory of major importance. The watchword of economy was raised against considerable veteran legislation already on the books by those who sought to use such legislation as a smoke-screen to protect their own well-entrenched interests. The failure of these efforts was not spectacular, but it was of tremendous moment to the Legionnaire and the service man.
The Legion suffered a severe loss during the past year in the death of Wayne Davis of Texas, chairman of its National Defense Committee, but the committee will carry on in the future as he would have wished in the cause of adequate preparation for any eventuality—and if the preparation is adequate there probably need never be an eventuality.
In the field of Americanism the Legion has carried on without fireworks but with admirable effectiveness. You all read in the September issue of the Monthly the sound presentation of the Legion's point of view in its Americanism activities as given by the chairman of its National Americanism Commission.
The effort to reduce the Regular Army by 2000 officers and 8000 men was victoriously blocked by the Legion, and, as already noted, the civilian components of the defense system were preserved also as a result of Legion alertness. But the Legion was unable to secure a proper pledge from either major party in national convention assembled on national defense lines, and it is not too much to say that the preservation of our institutions is in danger of disaster if the lessons we learned fourteen years ago at so great sacrifice are so soon to be forgotten.
The Legion itself was effectively mobilized during the year for its second war—the War against Depression. This campaign, (Continued on page 50)
Preparing for
The DAY of the BOMBER

By F. Trubee Davison
Assistant Secretary of War

The Twentieth Pursuit Group of the Third Attack Wing, United States Army Air Corps, will this fall take formal possession of Barksdale Field, marking the culmination of a co-operative effort between the city of Shreveport, Louisiana, and the War Department, which comprises one of the finest examples I can cite of the fact that the intelligent interest of our citizenry in national defense has not altogether languished since the expensive lessons of 1917 and 1918.

In 1917 funds became available for the Five-Year Army Air Corps Development Program, which should be completed by the end of next year. However, the economic situation will probably result in a very considerable delay in its completion. This program has brought the Air Corps out of the mushroom period which began during the World War and has established definitely its position in any scheme of national defense. When completed the program provides for an Air Corps of 1,650 Regular officers and 550 Reserve officers currently on duty, 14,582 enlisted men, and 2,500 flying cadets in training at Randolph Field, San Antonio, Texas—the West Point of the Air. The program calls for 1,500 serviceable planes of all types, and I stress the word serviceable. When considering aircraft for purposes of defense, only serviceable ones can fight. Those in the repair depots, in the training establishments, in the experimental stage, and the obsolete ones, are useless for tactical units. If we count on the airplanes in these categories, we are only deluding ourselves.

The Third Attack Wing, which will ultimately make its home at Barksdale Field, comprises approximately 500 officers, 1,600 men and 180 planes. In fact, it is a very fair-sized little city all by itself, including as it does repair shops and buildings to house the various auxiliary equipment such as radio and photographic, not to mention housing for the personnel and hangars for the planes.

Numerous cities were anxious that the Wing should make its home with them, but strategic considerations scaled this number down to six, all located in the South. After two years' consideration, and for many reasons, a decision was reached in favor of Shreveport, whose citizens raised $1,600,000 for the purchase of 20,210 acres of land and deeded it to the federal Government.

A local bond issue for the purchase of this land was carried eighteen to none. This will give some indication of the whole-hearted faith which the citizens felt toward the proposition for which they were voting. Shreveport informed itself of the prospects the future holds for aviation, commercial as well as military, and made its arrangements to prepare for that future. This meant, of course, a comprehensive and well-conducted campaign of education.

Shreveport had to sell its own people before it could make any very tangible offer of its wares to the War Department. This was the work of a committee which I believe to be a model of its kind. The committee was headed by John D. Ewing, publisher of four newspapers in Louisiana, and whose name, I believe, is familiar to most members of the American Legion there and elsewhere. Once Mr. Ewing and his colleagues had made the home folk sufficiently air-minded, the scene of action shifted to Washington and I saw a good deal of him and other representative citizens of Shreveport, such as Andrew Quebes, Randle T. Moore and John H. Tucker, Jr.

John Tucker, they tell me, is sufficiently familiar with the forms of French law to practice in Paris. It struck me as rather extraordinary that a knowledge of French law could be useful to anyone in the United States. However, the legal procedure in Louisiana is not based on the English common law, as in our other States, but on the Code Napoléon. Needless to say, this further complicated the situation for the Shreveport people in establishing to the satisfaction of the Government clear titles to the aviation field. Legal instruments bearing on these titles ran over twenty thousand pages and made a stack as high as a door. The title to half an acre belonging to an extinct lodge of colored masons once held up everything for weeks. The bed of a stream that a good man can jump across in places entailed another hitch until it was discovered that this real estate already belonged to the United States, the stream, before the Civil War, having been declared navigable, and indeed was navigated by cotton packets. The federal Government owns the beds of navigable streams.

The site accepted, the Army began in April of 1934 to transform it into a home and training ground for the Third Attack Wing, and for more than a year a daily average of about nine hundred men have found employment on this project—an item I believe to be worthy of mention in these times. The appropriation available—$3,650,000—was only half of what is needed to complete the field, so only half of the Wing, the Twentieth Pursuit Group, will move in next fall. But this Group will find itself in possession of unexcelled facilities.

The landing field is three miles long by half a mile wide, and eventually it will be a mile wide. The difference in elevation between the highest and the lowest point is less than eight feet. Sown in Bermuda grass, which forms an exceptionally good turf, the field will be able easily to handle planes with high landing speeds. As it stands now, half completed, I believe it is the largest field of its kind. Two hundred and fifty planes could take off from it simultaneously without crowding. This is the only military reservation for the use of the Air Corps over which maneuvers
and battle exercises can be conducted without the bullets going off government land.

Quarters for eight hundred enlisted men and one hundred and fifty officers will be ready this autumn. They are models of their kind and would be a revelation to my readers whose ideas of army housing accommodations are based on their experiences during the war. All structures are of French colonial design, in keeping with the best architectural traditions of Louisiana. The walls are of stucco on hollow tile, the roofs of red tile shingles. The houses of the non-commissioned officers differ only in size from those of the officers. All are equipped with central gas-heating systems with a blower arrangement for cooling the rooms in summer. All have hardwood floors, automatic refrigerators and in fact every device of the modern home.

The units comprising the Twentieth Pursuit Group, which will occupy Barksdale Field in October, are the Fifty-fifth and Seventy-seventh Pursuit Squadrons, the Eightieth Service Squadron and the Twentieth Pursuit Group Headquarters, all now stationed at Mather Field, Sacramento, California. After they are on the ground the Group will be brought up to strength by reconstituting the Seventy-ninth Pursuit Squadron, now inactive. When additional appropriations to build the second half of the field are forthcoming the Third Attack Group will be removed from Fort Crockett at Galveston, completing the permanent mobilization of the Wing at Barksdale Field. Until this time the Group will be distributed between the two posts at Shreveport and Galveston.

The whole picture of war in the air has changed so profoundly since 1918 that a veteran of those days, even a flyer who has not kept abreast of developments, would find the entire concept strange to him. The pursuit branch of the service, which went out and took on enemy planes, usually in single combat, was then the important factor in maintaining supremacy of the air, whereas the basic arm of the Air Corps now is the bomber. Upon the bomber we depend to carry the war quickly into the enemy’s rear areas, to disable munitions plants, railroad centers and important bridges. In wartime the bomber was the truck of the air, trudging along, under load, seventy or eighty miles an hour, practically incapable of defense against pursuit aircraft. The bomber we now use in training makes 120 miles an hour under load, and our new bombers make 180, and there is a possibility of increasing this. With bombers going at this speed, pursuit planes must be stepped up proportionately. This will be a difficult matter for engineering experts to accomplish as the speeds are now getting so great that every additional mile is obtained at the expense of adding enormous horsepower or extreme refinement of design.

Attack aviation which will ultimately be stationed at Barksdale Field is a purely post-war development. This branch was begun during the war by flyers who wished to get rid of surplus ammunition on their way back to their own airfields and therefore shot up enemy ground troops and establishments with it. However, it was so effective that we now have planes whose mission is exclusively that of attacking troops on the ground. They carry many machine guns—in fact the attack plane is nothing but a flying machine-gun nest with a few bombs thrown in for good measure. The fire power of such an attack group is tremendous: It will carry 252,000 rounds of machine-gun ammunition which can be fired at the rate of 7,600 rounds per second from 500 machine guns. It can carry more than ten tons of demolition or fragmentation bombs.

It is the job of the pursuit pilot to protect the attack and bombardment planes from enemy aircraft, and if he is to do his job with modern equipment it means that he will have to have a plane flying some 250 miles an hour in order to do it well. The pursuit pilot is the cavalryman of the air. He must be able to do all forms of aerial acrobatics practically instinctively, as they are part of his regular work. He must be able to operate at all altitudes and to keep his head with the plane in any position. Of course he has the benefit of oxygen for high-altitude work. However, even with this, it is no picnic.

Radio has come to be a very essential part of our equipment. All of our personnel are required to be familiar with its workings and we use it not only from air to ground and from ground to air but between units in the air: We use both the telephone and the telegraph. All these have almost reached the point of indispensability as an aid to navigation.

Pursuit pilots are still trained and constantly kept proficient in individual combat, which was the big part of air fighting during the war. Air duels are conducted in training exactly as they would be in active service, and the results checked. (Continued on page 26)
BOXING COMES OF AGE

By Thomas E. Donohue
Commissioner of Athletics, State of Connecticut

Professional Fisticuffs Has at Last Earned the Right to Be Called the Manly Art of Self Defense

ONE day in the late '80s I took the afternoon off from my job as brakeman, used my pass and went to New York. I wanted to see a professional boxing match. It was an obscure curiosity; I could not have told what inspired it. Back in New London most of my friends would have considered it a depraved curiosity, too. So I told nobody where I was going except one friend who was equally depraved. From him I carried a letter to a New York sporting writer, reporter for a daily newspaper.

It took influence to get into a "prize fight" in those days. In most States the sport was prohibited. A subterranean game it was, conducted by the half world, meagerly patronized by furtive groups of the respectable.

Arriving in New York that day, I presented my letter. The reporter sent me to Greenpoint, Long Island, where I made sheeplike inquiries for "Pete Hart's Pavilion." Presently I was directed to a long, shed-like building almost adjacent to Calvary Cemetery. Somebody relieved me of two bits and asked which fights I wanted to see.

"What fights you got?" I asked him.

"Dog-fights, cock-fights and man-fights," he replied wearily, lighting a Sweet Caporal.

I saw the man-fights. Ever since that interesting night, I have been an enthusiastic follower of boxing.

Today, I can admit it. Nobody thinks any less of me for it. But in the late '80s boxing for pay, dog-fighting and cock-fighting were on the same social level. Clergymen linked the three in denunciatory sermons. Pete Hart knew his business.

The professional boxers of that day were not addicted to Shakespeare. If they could read at all, they were satisfied with the Police Gazette. And the qualities demanded in them were much the same as those sought in dogs and poultry. They must never quit while they could stand on their legs, and solid, durable legs they needed. They must be able to inflict terrible punishment, and to withstand terrible punishment.

This sounds as if the boxers of that time were completely brutalized. But put it in a different way: What they needed were the qualities of courage, endurance, strength, speed and skill. That doesn't sound so bad, does it?

Of course such men were not recruited from the best families. John L. Sullivan, the Boston Strong Boy of the bare fist era of pugilism. It was Sullivan who said "I can lick any man in the house" and, though it's a laugh today, one of his admirers actually said "I shook the hand that shook the hand of John L. Sullivan" and proudly meant it.

Nor even from solid middle-class families. The game wasn't run that way. It flourished surreptitiously. The rules were cruel, by modern standards. Boxers, managers, promoters, referees, seconds, trainers—the camp and the camp-followers—were held in disrepute. There were some exceptions, but not many, not more than from any generality.

This status was either cause or effect—I'm not entirely sure which—of the liquor business. Boxing was apparently an alcoholic by-product. Most promoters and managers were saloon keepers.

A typical contest of the time would be arranged something like this: Dorgan would have a saloon on one corner. Delaney's saloon would be diagonally across the corner. The two men were in keen competition. As an advertisement, Dorgan would persuade some prize fighter of the region to use his back room for training quarters. Dorgan would become the boy's manager. Honest John Something-or-other, the head bartender, would be trainer—prescribing liberally of beer and ale; it "built a man up." The boxer would "train" for his next bout, offering to box anybody in the neighborhood for fun, money, marbles or drinks on the house during the process. Dorgan would profit by huge sales of beer and whiskey.

The training was largely an evolution of superstition. The idea was prevalent that raw meat made a man strong and savage. But most superstitions are founded on forgotten experience. So boxers eschewed tobacco—except for chewing—and they did a great deal of sparring. They drank considerable beer and ale, but they went without whiskey just before their bouts.

Most of the Dorgans of that day presently inspired their rivals to start up in competition. The Delaneys also went out and got fighters to use their back rooms, becoming managers themselves, appointing bartenders as trainers. One day there would
be a demand for battle between the rivals. Arrangements were made. The boxers went into training on misty ale and raw steaks. Perhaps the agent of the brewery, perhaps some neutral saloon keeper would act as promoter. If the political administration of the moment were at all lenient, a big field would be hired. If boxing was in disfavor, and it generally was, the battle would be driven under cover. Tickets were sold only to men known to Dorgan and Delaney. Some barn, no doubt, would be hired, and in another county, perhaps another State.

On the appointed evening, the barn would be lighted up by kerosene lanterns hanging from walls and stanchions and rafters. Ticket-holders would perch themselves in the hay mow, on the farm machinery, on wagons, on horse and cattle stalls. In the center of the barn, where hay wagons ordinarily stood, a ring would be pitched. One or two ropes would be stretched around four bare posts. A neutral bartender, or perhaps a reporter, would be the referee, somebody of equal neutrality would be timekeeper. The two boxers would crawl through the ropes, shake hands, put on gloves (as a rule, not always), hear a bell and begin to flail away at each other.

Sometimes the number of rounds would be limited. Under the old London prize ring rules, a round ended when somebody went down. If he could get up in a minute, the fight went on. Battles up to 100 rounds have been recorded. Yet it never occurred to anybody to check up on a boxer's health. Men entered the ring with weak hearts, with tuberculous lungs, with broken bones and torn ligaments. Too often, they left the ring on a shutter. Perhaps the sport deserved the reputation for brutality it then enjoyed. But in those days college football was lethal, too; the boys who played were infrequently examined by physicians. Football also came near to abolition at one time.

Theoretically, professional boxing was prohibited almost everywhere. But it survived. And I think it survived because it met a valid need of society. It is one of the most conclusive of sports. It tends to satisfy the natural inclination of men—and women too, for that matter—to enjoy victory even if the enjoyment be vicarious.

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, prize fighting got a little boost toward respectability. John L. Sullivan, first acknowledged American world heavyweight champion, stirred the nation's patriotism. Losing the championship, John L. see-sawed between bucolic retirement in a Boston barroom and a blatant advocacy of abstinence. His occasional lapses into temperance convinced thousands that prize fighters weren't all bad. And his successor, James J. Corbett, wore an aura of gentility. He was "Gentleman Jim," looking the part and intelligently acting as he looked. Corbett could meet people. Came Bob Fitzsimmons, a little man with a soporific punch, to add the element of romance—David and Goliath. Jeffries led our patriotism by whipping Fitzsimmons, who after all had come here from Australia. But when Jack Johnson whipped Jeffries, stirring up racial animosities all over the country, prize fighting took it right on the chin and went down for the count of nine.

Perhaps the game was saved by the liberty bell—by the World War. The qualities so valuable in Pete Hart's Pavilion are especially prized in a soldier. Skill, speed, strength, courage and endurance, plus discipline, make the perfect fighting man. The Army encouraged soldiers to box; the Navy encouraged sailors to box. Hundreds of thousands of young men were instructed in self-defense. Millions saw boxing exhibitions, (Continued on page 20)
POTABLE POTTAGE
An A. E. F. Messkit Cocktail
By Wallgren

Ah! so you're eating here again, are ya?

I dunno about th' "eatin'" - wot is it? slam again? and water-rice puddin'?

Yeah!! and you're lucky to git that!!

Why? did the well run dry?

Most outfits don't get any dessert!

Naw!! - if they got dessert like this they would desert!!

Save th' coffee! I'll be needin' some warm water to wash th' zup outa this mess-gear!!

Say!!

-Ya know a messkit makes a dandy shaker, sargint?!

-Works th' big idea, goofy?!

Di'nt y'ever see a bartender, or a soda-jerker, shake up drinks?

Well! wot of it?!

Well - when a mess sargint pours out a liquid diet in place of chow, it's easier to take

-well mixed, and strained, so's you can drink it!!

Kamerad!!
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EASY on the INITIALS, Please

By The Old Timer

THE first time Hanford MacNider’s name appeared in Who’s Who in America it was followed by a roster of his war medals, and it took some persuasion to get him to let them stay there in succeeding editions. When the same gentleman in the course of a few years was named Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Dominion of Canada he began to appear on official lists at Ottawa as Colonel the Honourable Hanford MacNider, D.S.C., C.L.H., C.G., M.M.S. After a little secret diplomacy to make sure that no offense would be taken he asked that the initials be forgotten, and they have been, ever since.

In Cerro Gordo County, Iowa, where MacNider’s father, the son of a Canadian immigrant, began work as a farmhand, Hanford farms eight thousand acres, including those his father plowed for eight dollars a month. The MacNider residence is one of Iowa’s show places, a great rambling stone affair, faithful in all its details to the traditions of American colonial architecture. The Hanfords, the family of Colonel MacNider’s mother, are Connecticut folk from before Bunker Hill. The house is furnished in early American, the fruits of a quest that has taken Hanford MacNider into every antique store between Des Moines and Bangor and many a cluttered New England attic and cellar.

He knows his Sheraton, Hepplewhite, Currier & Ives and the rest, but when he spots a piece he wants, unless his wife is along, he just reaches for his checkbook. This is one way of collecting, but not the most economical way. It is not Mrs. MacNider’s way.

In the attic of the MacNider homestead is a full length portrait of the colonel in uniform, medals and all—the kind of a picture that belongs over the living-room mantel of a country house. It was painted at the MacNider house in Washington when the sitter (or standee, in this case) was the Assistant Secretary of War. The artist was with MacNider at Harvard, from where he went to Paris, grew a beard, served in the French army and looks more French than a Frenchman, except that he is six feet, two inches tall. He is an all-right painter, too. Any MacNider house is like a hotel; there are so many guests. With one such transient the artist discussed his problem. It would be easier to paint MacNider’s face in repose, he said, but he wanted to paint it in animation. “Have you noticed that when Jack warms up to something his whole countenance changes? There is a buoyancy, a brilliance, an infectious enthusiasm there that tells why he started as a second lieutenant and finished as a lieutenant colonel.”

The painter endeavored to put this into the portrait. The result did not suit MacNider.

“It looks like General Custer,” he said when his friend had departed.

The Assistant Secretary was told that he did not have as much hair as General Custer.

“Well, then, it makes me look like a candidate.”

Hanford MacNider has been a candidate only for the office of National Commander of The American Legion. He was elected in 1921, a month after his thirty-second birthday, and immediately began the fight for the Adjusted Compensation Bill that placed him in opposition to the leaders of his own political party and a majority of his financial bed-fellows. MacNider had been one of the original movers of this legislation. Although it did not pass during his administration, it does not detract from the credit due any other Legionnaire in that long fight to say that in my opinion no one contributed more toward the eventual enactment of the Adjusted (Continued on page 39)
IN THE WAR AGAINST DEPRESSION, THESE POSTS
WENT BACK TO GRANDFATHER’S DAY TO PROVIDE

WINTER RATIONS

IT WAS not so long ago, measured by generations, that every man’s house was really his castle. Grandfather, who came through the Civil War, did not live in an apartment building or a house that rubbed eaves with the houses of his neighbors. Even if he lived in a populous city, his house was very much his castle, and out around it ran a fence that gave him a feeling of security that would have been no stronger had the fence been a castle’s moat. For the fence circumscribed a domain that made grandfather independent in time of depression. The wolf of want might be prowling, but grandfather tended his garden and fruit trees, guarded his chickens and cow, and in proper time did his harvesting. When winter came his cellars were filled with barrels of potatoes and apples, with shelves loaded heavily with jars and cans of fruits and vegetables. He always knew where his winter’s rations were coming from, even when times were hard and the future was dark.

Grandfather’s day has gone forever, and we could not, if we would, recapture it in all its glory, but here and there throughout the country American Legion Posts have undertaken to provide winter rations after the fashion of grandfather’s time.

Out in Nebraska five hundred service men rallied under the leadership of Legion Posts to raise vegetables which could be stored for winter food, and, as chronicled in the Monthly’s pages, Auxiliary units everywhere have conducted community canning kitchens to provide families with winter’s supplies. In almost every State, too, Legion Posts have operated farms and gardens in which winter foods have been grown and harvested.

In smaller communities, these farm and garden projects have not presented many difficulties, for in many of them, despite the present-day lack of elbow room, gardening and farming on a small scale have been carried on by countless families even when times were good. But Albany, New York, is a populous city, and when the Albany County Committee of the American Legion set out last spring to help citizens raise their own vegetables for this coming winter, the Albany Legionnaires had to work as pioneers.

Manning Grimes, County Commander, writes that as a result of the Legion farm-gardens in Albany, four hundred persons have winter stores of vegetables which they obtained by their own efforts. In addition to these stores, they were able to have on their tables last summer urgently needed seasonal vegetables.

“Our is, I believe, the largest strictly-Legion development for food raising in New York State,” Mr. Grimes says. “It has been conducted without overhead, without charges against the workers, without unwieldy com-

Manning Grimes, Commander of Albany (New York) County Committee, and Past County Commander William F. Toole inspect a prize tract in the farm-garden project which has provided winter vegetables for families of unemployed men.
Big shots at the summer camp on Shriners Lake conducted by Fort Wayne (Indiana) Voiture of the Forty and Eight for city boys urgently in need of fresh air and plenty of food

greatly helped us in completing our program.
“As we go ahead with our plans for next year, I'll answer inquiries from Posts which may want to take up the farm-garden activity.”

Rochester's Day

IN THE presence of leading Legionnaires of its State and thousands of citizens of its own community, William T. McCoy Post of Rochester, Minnesota, formally received The American Legion Monthly's Employment Trophy at a ceremony held in Mayo Park in mid-August. The statue, executed by Robert Aitken, noted American sculptor, was placed on view as Richard Paul of Massachusetts, National Vice Commander, Oscar Youngdahl, Commander of the Minnesota Department, Earl V. (Pat) Cliff, Minnesota's National Executive Committee-man, John T. Winterich, editor of The American Legion Monthly, and other speakers paid tribute to the Rochester Post's many-sided employment program which had won for it the award for which more than 10,000 Legion Posts were eligible to compete. Talking films were made of the ceremonies, so that the presentation scene in Rochester was later shown on motion picture screens throughout the country.

Post Commander Jack Feller and Mrs. Burton Ballou, President of the Post's Auxiliary Unit, introduced the speakers, while the trophy was accepted on behalf of the Post by William Fitzgerald and Mrs. Sigmund Cysewski, Post and Unit employment chairman. Abe Kapplin of Duluth, Department Employment Chairman, in an address called attention to the fact that Minnesota, sixteenth in membership, ranked third in The American Legion in point of number of jobs found for unemployed men.

“The beautiful statue, which Legionnaire Robert Aitken fashioned and which will tell to future generations of this community's whole-hearted efforts to care for its own in difficult times, is a symbol of the kind of spirit we like to feel typified in America,” National Vice Commander Paul declared in his address.

“The spirit that flamed on the battlefields during the war and the spirit of the good people of Rochester are the same.”

When Money Couldn't Talk

MONEY became scarce in Union, South Carolina, early in the depression, but it became scarcer this year after ten of the eleven banks in the county closed their doors. This fact, however, didn't prevent Union Post from increasing its membership to 416, of whom 268 were enrolled personally by J. J. Collins, Post Commander, according to Department Commander Harry M. Arthur, a member of the Post.

“Mr. Collins had to revert to the old system of barter when the bottom dropped out of the bottom hereabouts,” writes Mr. Arthur. “He has enough cord wood on hand to last him a year, and he took in so many eggs in exchange for membership cards that he could have staged an Easter Egg Hunt for every child in the city. One oldtimer member living in the county was hard-pressed for ready cash but he did have a litter of pigs. He got his card and Mr. Collins got a pig. This idea took hold, so that at last report seven pigs were getting fat at Mr. Collins' place.”

The Iowa Way

IT may not be a prosperous winter in Charles City, Iowa, but everybody will manage to keep warm and have enough to eat, thanks to Marshall A. Shannon Post of The American Legion. R. B. Waller, Legionnaire of St. Paul, Minnesota, reports these observations:

“Each of 152 men who applied for aid in Charles City was given a job working on a farm at twenty-five cents an hour. With Legion co-operation, the county rented a 42-acre tract of fertile land. Each morning at 7 o'clock
SHADE FOR
1950
An army of high school boys launched an American Legion tree planting program in Louisiana this season which will continue ten years. Here is one detail getting on the job at Franklin, Louisiana. In the first month, 36,459 trees were planted along 350 miles of highways, according to Wilbur P. Kramer, Department Vice Commander.

The workers checked in at the office of a Legion timekeeper. They worked until 11 a.m., took an hour out for lunch, and then worked until 4 p.m. Legionnaire Paul Auranger, instructor in agriculture in the high school, guided the work. When fall came, there were 100,000 cabbages, 3,500 plants bearing tomatoes, twenty-two acres of potatoes and acres of other vegetables for canning. By fall, too, 2,000 cords of firewood were ready for distribution.

"Now here is the crowning feature of the plan: This fall, a cooking school was conducted and wives of the 152 workers were given special instructions in canning. The produce was canned and pro-rated among the families.

"The pay of the workers from public funds was no more than what the county would pay normally for relief. Rent of land was nominal. Farm equipment and machinery were donated. There was no cost of supervision."

Air Minded

When Miss Marion Davies presented to the Aeronautics Committee of the California Department $2,000 to provide university scholarships for five high school pupils who had won principal prizes in the committee's aviation essay contest, attention was directed to an unusual program which the committee has carried out this year. The gift of the film actress recognized the committee's accomplishment in inducing citizens of the State to take interest in commercial flying. Legionnaire Joseph L. Fainor added $500 to the amount contributed by Miss Davies. Thousands of pupils in all parts of the State wrote essays on the subject "Commercial Aviation—Essential to Our National Defense." The writers of the five prize-winning essays were brought from their homes in Carpenteria, Point Loma, San Francisco, Sacramento and Kern County by airplane for presentation ceremonies held on the flying field at Burbank. The prize winners were also transported home by plane.

"The essay contest is only one of our activities this year," reports Chairman Norman M. Lyon, who belongs to Aviators Post of Los Angeles. "In our two air membership roundups more than a dozen planes touched over fifty cities and towns and ceremonies were held at each place visited. Membership cards were carried to Department Headquarters. It is estimated 25,000 members were signed up early as a result of this effort.

"The committee has sponsored twenty-five air shows throughout the State, the largest at Bakersfield where 50,000 people viewed the spectacles. The final project of the committee for the year is the observance of Aviation Night by every California Post."

For the Hungry

Each year since the war, Santa Ana (California) Post has provided a fireworks display as the big feature of its Fourth of July celebration, but this year no rockets soared and no dazzling Battle of the Argonne took place in front of grandstands. Instead, one thousand unemployed men with their wives and children found Fourth of July a welcome relief from denial when they were guests of the Legion Post at a barbecue. The funds the Post saved by not giving its fireworks display, it spent to help men and women who were really hungry. The Post provided lots of entertainment also, according to Post Adjutant Arthur Ecklund.

San Bernardino (California) Post sends word that it is still providing food for hundreds of families through a variation of the usual canned-food-donation plan which hundreds of Legion posts have used. On designated days householders place on the porches
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of their homes donations of one or more cans of meat or vegetables. Boy Scouts in uniform collect the cans and place them at depots, from which they are hauled in trucks to the store which the Post maintains for their distribution. Ten thousand cans were collected the first day. Fifteen hundred families have been aided, according to Post Adjutant H. M. Burck.

**Friend and Neighbor Post**

GEOLOGISTS browsing among rocks formed millions of years ago find the fossilized remains of many animals which they recognize as belonging to a group with the alarming name of tetrabranchiate cephalapods. They were animals which lived within their own shells. Only one member of the order—the nautilus—goes along today in the same old way, living within its own pearly walls. In the near-extinction of a once-vast family, Nature may seem to teach the folly of seclusion or exclusiveness.

Albany (Georgia) Post might have lived within its own comfortable shell, had it wished. The four hundred members of the Post might have been satisfied to reserve for themselves the clubhouse and golf course they have built, but it isn't that kind of Post. The fifteen thousand people of Albany know that Albany Post has thrown its clubhouse open repeatedly and that anyone may use the Post's greens and fairways by paying a slight fee.

              **Harry E. Everist Post of Mankato, Kansas, provided a floodlighting system to make its baseball field possibly the best in any town of 1,500. Both night baseball and football games are played Leg**

In and read 'n' riot act to 'em I. You're not scared 'ya possel' o'wimmen, are ya?*

Over the whole State has spread the fame of the Post's annual Easter Egg Hunt, according to Bob Kelsey, editor of the *Albany  

Harry E. Everist Post of Mankato, Kansas, provided a floodlighting system to make its baseball field possibly the best in any town of 1,500. Both night baseball and football games are played

**Radio Job Auction**

"**WHEN** I call off the number of the first man, which I'll do in a moment, telephone us here at National 8,000—National 8,000—and tell us that you have a job for him, tomorrow or next day."

This was the wind-up of a job auction by radio which The American Legion conducted in the District of Columbia, and, according to Sam Rose, National Radio Officer, it marked the beginning of one of the busiest periods ever in the history of a certain section of a Washington telephone switchboard. When the radio announcer had given the number of the first man for whom a job was sought and had told about his qualifications and family status, five telephone calls came in within five minutes. Before the broadcast was over, jobs had been obtained for fifty-nine men.

This first radio job auction was followed by a series of others, all of which, Mr. Rose reports, have (Continued on page 67)
REMEMBER those days of the war when reading matter was always at a premium and a fellow would even read and enjoy the home town papers of one of the other fellows from an entirely different part of the country? And remember how a magazine would literally make its way through a whole company, and how, often, you'd start to read a good story only to find that the pages containing the runover in the back of the magazine had been torn or worn away? Not so good, was it? Get all "het up" about a stirring plot, and then never learn how it turned out.

And didn't similar things occur in our actual experiences? We'd get a passing flash of an exciting air battle, or of a rescue at sea, or, possibly, see a shell explode in dugout or trench—and we had to keep moving along without learning the end of the story. Strange, isn't it, that even to this day at some Legion meeting or convention or some outfit reunion, these delayed happy or sad endings are often related to us. Want an example? All right:

A short time ago a letter came from Mrs. Grace Darby, Auxiliare, and Recreational Aide at the United States Veterans Hospital in Lincoln, Nebraska. With her letter she sent the picture which you will see above, and two interesting interlocking accounts written by two veterans who almost fourteen years after the war met for the first time, as patients in that hospital, even though their trails had crossed in 1918. First we'll listen to Legionnaire Fred A. Elder of Aurora, Nebraska:

"Veterans of Company L, 21st Engineers, who sailed from Hoboken, September 6, 1918, will no doubt remember two incidents that happened while we were aboard the transport *Manchuria* en route to France.

"The first occurred the evening of the first day at sea, when a hydroplane that had been escorting our convoy caught fire and landed on the ocean just as it was turning to fly back to its base. We knew that the aviator was alive when he hit the water as he sent up some flares. The destroyer on the left of the convoy turned and went back toward him. The convoy sailed on and the plane and destroyer were soon out of sight. The next morning the destroyer was back in her place.

"Later, during the same voyage, a strange ship crossed ahead of us and after an exchange of signals between the cruiser leading our convoy and the same destroyer already mentioned, the destroyer started in pursuit of
the stranger. The latter took to her heels and tried to escape but was brought up short by a shot from the destroyer across her bow. The convoy sailed on.

"Until I entered this hospital I have wondered a lot just how these two incidents terminated. Now I know the answers, since entering this hospital and meeting A. H. Nomer, ex-engineer, 1st class, U. S. N., a fellow patient."

And now we introduce A. H. Nomer of Madrid, Nebraska, and let him finish the story:

"Regarding the destroyer on the left' about which Elder tells, its name was the U. S. S. Walke No. 34, on which I 'turned to' as an engineman.

"The first incident—that of the plane—terminated through our boat crew rescuing the aviator. He came down because his gas tank had caught on fire. Our boys took fire extinguishers along but the fire was too well started to put out and about five minutes after we rescued him, the gas tank in his plane exploded. The aviator went on across with us. A picture of the actual rescue is enclosed herewith.

"Now for the second thrill of that trip. The strange ship was a Norwegian ship that claimed to have left port without the international code flags. Our engineering officer, Mr. Fleming, and a boat crew boarded her after we had stopped her flight, and investigated the crew and cargo. They furnished the ship with necessary flags and warned the skipper not to leave port again without proper means of communication."

A long wait for the end of the stories? Well, it was worth it. And now perhaps the rescued aviator may step up, identify himself and tell his side of his experience. That would make it even better.

"This tea party was not a one unit party, but included besides the members of the Honor Guard, the drivers of automobiles, telephone girls, of whom there are three in the picture, and also French officers.

"I was driver of one of the official cars and our group was composed of picked men, too. I hope this will give some of the other boys and girls credit."

And with reference to the same story, James S. Hudec of 3241 East 116th Street, Cleveland, Ohio, wrote us at great length. From his letter, we lift this:

"In the June Monthly appeared an article purporting to extol the efficacy of the first detachment of the Peace Conference Guard, known as Number One.

"More power to them. However, you can see that their service in that capacity was short-lived. To the best of my knowledge they departed during January, 1919.

"I was then at an Infantry Candidates School at La Valbonne and when camp broke we were dispatched to St. Aignan where after a short stay a Peace Conference Guard Number Two was selected and we departed for Paris, arriving about February 12th. President Wilson was not there but we awaited his return and then took up our duties of guarding the Presidential party.

"After the Peace Treaty was signed, we departed, boarded the George Washington at Brest, and the sight that greeted us upon the arrival of the Presidential party at home was one I will never forget.

"I would like to hear from former members of Guard Number Two."

While on the subject of special units in the A. E. F., we call attention to the accompanying picture sent to us by Legionnaire Allen D. Dixon of Oil City, Louisiana, and
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suggest you hear his story about it. Pull up your chairs, everyone:

"How many veterans and Legionnaires recognize the enclosed picture? It was taken on July 4, 1916, when the Composite Regiment, America's crack Army outfit, better known as America's Parade Regiment, entered the Pershing Stadium near Paris, during the Inter-Allied Games.

"The Composite Regiment was organized in May, 1916, in Germany and contained two companies each from the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Regular Army Divisions. The men were all supposed to be six feet tall and the best-trained men in the Army. We camped and were trained on the banks of the Rhine, three kilometers below Coblenz, Germany, for about six weeks, and about the middle of June ordered to Paris.

"Following the parade in the stadium, we paraded in Paris on July 14th, Bastille Day, led by General Pershing himself. Then to London, England, for a parade on July 22d, when we passed in review before King George and Queen Mary. Back to Paris on July 25th. We left on August 10th for Brest, France, staying there until August 31st, when the regiment embarked on the Leviathan, and sailed on September 1st.

"Arriving in New York on September 8th, we went to Camp Mills, Long Island, and paraded in New York City on September 10th. Thence to Washington, D. C., where on September 14, 1919, we paraded down Pennsylvania Avenue, passing in review before President and Mrs. Wilson. After that occasion, the regiment was sent to a demobilization camp and split up.

"I would like to hear from men of the Composite Regiment, especially those in Company M, or men who served in my earlier outfit, Company C, 53d Infantry. Some of these comrades might be able to help me with my claim."

HAVING been during the war only a landlubber of a doughboy, whose contact with the gobs was the trip over (British merchant marine men, then), and on the trip home (the well-maned crew of the Leviathan), we're sometimes put on the spot in connection with contributions from ex-gobs who are prone to tell too little about their experiences in support of unofficial snapshots submitted. That means research in our reference library and in this instance to "The Bluejackets Manual, U. S. Navy, 1917." So if we're wrong, don't hesitate to correct us.

But first let us get to the basis of this matter. Ex-World War warriors of every branch should enjoy the picture we display, showing that gobs, too, had their menial tasks to perform. The picture is the work of Frederick A. Requa of Cassville (Missouri) Post of the Legion and we'll let him tell his story first:

"I thought the enclosed picture, taken by me with a postcard-size camera I had in service, would be of interest to the Gang. It was snapped at Mare Island Naval Training Camp, California, in September, 1917, and in the group are Charles Ray, Leroy Thomson, Joe Barnes, Samuel Jonson, Benny Thomas, Tom Watson, Harry Thomas and George Lockhart. I can't remember the names of the rest of them. They were all members of my training outfit, the 23d Company.

"I enlisted in the Navy on May 23, 1917, discharged June 17, 1916, re-upped on December 7, 1920, and got my second honorable discharge on December 6, 1922. I put in two years on the U. S. S. Buford after the Armistice was signed and helped bring back some of the colored soldiers to Charleston, South Carolina, and also some of our other soldiers. I had made three or four trips before that on a ship that was put into commission in New York and went to France for guard duty.

"The picture showing some of the men washing their own clothes was taken at a time when the men in camp were getting ready to go on liberty.

"I also served two years on board the U. S. S. California. She is a real battleship and she surely is a bear."

Now for the enlightenment of our fellow doughboys and for the purpose of arousing the memories of our brother gobs, let us see what the manual I referred to tells us about the laundry activities in the Navy. From a question and answer section of a chapter devoted to "Events in the Daily Routine," we lift the following:

Q. What is done after the decks are wet down?
A. If it is a morning for scrubbing, the boatswain's mates
pipe and call, 'Scrub and wash clothes'.

"Q. How are clothes scrubbed?"

"A. They are laid flat on the deck, soaked with salt water, soaped and scrubbed thoroughly. . . After very thorough scrubbing with brush, be very careful to wash thoroughly and remove all soap, as it can be plainly seen in blue or white. . . ."

And farther on:

"Q. What does the word, 'Scrub and wash clothes' mean? That is, is it optional or must a man to scrub?"

"A. It is a positive order for every one having soiled clothes in his bag to scrub them.

"Q. How often are clothes scrubbed?"

"A. As a rule, clothes may be scrubbed every morning except Sundays and holidays. Clothes will not be triced up while going in or out of port, nor during the firing of salutes. . . ."

All of which proves to us doughboys, who had to do our laundry work in French creeks—when we did it at all—that a sailor's life was not always a happy one.

We talked with an ex-gob on our staff and learned that evidently the scrubbing of clothes on the deck was on the wane, since he stressed the importance of the sailor's individual wash pail, a prized piece of equipment used for washing either the face, body or clothes, over which many a high-powered scrap resulted during the war. Probably some of the navy home-laundrymen could enlighten us as to these wash-pail free-for-alls.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS of reunions and other activities of veterans' organizations will be listed in this department provided information regarding them is sent to the Company Clerk at least six weeks before the month in which the activity is scheduled.**

Timely notices follow:

**Fourth Div. Assoc. of N.Y.—Annual Armistice dinner and reunion, Nov. 13, Hotel Lafayette, 9th at 111. and University pl., New York City. All 4th Div. men, Thomas Bos, Box 852, Brighton, L. I., N. Y.**

**Fifth Div.—New Jersey Camp organized. All 5th Div. men residents of State, report to Wm. Teitelbaum, 215 Adams av., Elizabeth, N. J.**

**Seventh Div.—Copies of standard edition Seventh Division History available. Five dollars. Addison B. Freeman, 19th Chestnut st., Philadelphia.**


Letter reunion, W. A. Blackburn, Kerrington, N. C.

**23rd Div. Assoc.—Reunion Buffalo, N. Y., Oct. 20-22. (Note change of dates.) Write also for The Orion Messenger, to C. F. Lenart, Capitol P. O. Box 11, Albany, N. Y.**

**26th Div. Assoc.—Proposed branch chapter in California, William Rubottom, 5014 Mt. Royal dr., Los Angeles, Calif.**

**39th Div.—Photographs, training scenes, parades, home-coming, etc., wanted by E. A. Murphy, Las- panto, Ark, who is compiling division history.**

**39th Div. Vets. Club, Chicago Chapter—**

Men in Chicago area, write to John T. Major, 584 N. Leytis st., Chicago.

**37th Div. Assoc., Philadelphia Det.—**

Meeting in American Legion building, Philadelphia, first Thursday of each month. C. J. Reid, 4544 N. 11th st., Philadelphia.

**Rainier (12th) Div. Vets.—The Rainbow Recolie is your national association magazine. Send name and address to Editor, 1271 Sonora av., Glendale, Calif., for free copy.**


**91st Div.—100th Div. Vets. Assoc.—**

Sixth annual reunion, Newton, Ill., Oct. 1-2, Joe E. Harris, Paris, Ill.

**33rd Div.—**


**10th Div. Post, American Legion—Announce reunion and dinner, 7 p. m., Sept 20, Hotel Astor, New York City.**

**ALLIGER, V. Flynn, member, 57 Madison av., New York, N. Y.**

(Continued on page 63)
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**SOMETHING for pipe smokers to think about!**

ABOUT the year 1864, farmers began to grow what is known as White Burley Tobacco. A few casks of this tobacco were taken to the St. Louis Fair in 1867 and sold for 58c a pound.

White Burley Tobacco is used to make Granger. This tobacco is the best pipe tobacco that grows.

You will notice the difference as soon as you light up your pipe of Granger. There is a most pleasing aroma. It burns slower, and every smoker who tries it says that it smokes cooler and never gums a pipe.

**America's pipe tobacco**

**YOU CAN DEPEND ON A LIGGETT & MYERS PRODUCT**

---
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Blankville Sees It Through
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on. In the payment of debts it becomes increasingly difficult to restore dollar for dollar, and the result is bankruptcies, bond defaults and informal settlements predicated on the debtor's ability to pay what he can. So closely knit is our economic fabric that the losses thus sustained are distributed around until everyone is hit. Production continues to shrink, unemployment to grow, savings dwindle and disappear. In the most fruitful land on earth the struggle against want becomes an everyday matter.

This does not make pleasant conversation—or pleasant writing, either. Some people begin to despair and blame those filling the thorny seats of responsibility—whether in the Government, in industry or in finance. It is at this pass in certain other depressions that there have been riots and bloodshed. Is it at this pass that radical political and economic agitators have attracted their ephemeral followings. Last winter was a hard one. Barring a miracle next winter will be worse; one might as well look a fact in the face. In cities and some manufacturing towns preparations are being made for a series of events which might otherwise get out of hand—as they have done, temporarily, in the past. In our legislative halls and public forums generally much constructive work is being done, but there is also considerable rocking of the boat by the sponsorship of "remedies" whose unsoundness has been proved by experience a hundred times over. That does not prevent their being regarded in some quarters as absolutely certain to bring back prosperity. Their enactment into law would slow up the natural economic processes of liquidation that are bringing recovery nearer.

Two months ago I mentioned these things to a wise man of large affairs, who knows, I imagine, about as much as anyone knows of what is really going on. "All quite true," he said, "but that is only one side of it—the dark side. Do not judge the country by what you hear in the cities and by all means forget the stock market. Take a stroll along Main Street, and you will find that Main Street has quit talking, has buckled down to making the best of things as they are until the turn comes. This will keep the boat steady."

Proof of these remarks overtook me unsought. A fortnight after the conversation just reported found me in New Orleans. Business was quiet, and one heard some depression talk, though not as much as in the East. En route home I had promised to stop off and visit an old friend for a couple of days. I stayed ten days and departed reluctantly. The fishing and swimming was good and the society agreeable, but another thing that kept me there was the fact that I do not recall an instance during my stay when the depression was mentioned unless I introduced the subject. Yet the visible marks of the times were more obvious than in most places. I have been

palaces surrounded by flowering grounds like parks. Lumbering had no sooner gone into a decline from a scarcity of timber than oil was discovered near enough for Blankville to reap a share of the rewards.

In this manner bounteous nature provided for three generations. There was no growth in the size of Blankville commensurate with its growth in wealth and culture. Nor did its people stray to cities to live in the numbers that small-town inhabitants sometimes do when wealth enlarges their horizons. Young folk went away to school but came home to marry and build homes or move into one that became theirs by inheritance. The result is a maze of relationship at which I throw up my hands, falling back on the bromide generalization that every third person I meet was a cousin, at least, of my host or hostess.

My hostess met me at a station twenty miles away to save a change of trains. Her husband could not leave the store, she said. She drove an automobile that had cost $3,500 five years ago. I suppose that the chauffeur was performing another errand with the "first" car. At the house a bent old Negro, born in slavery, laid down a grass rake and lifting his hat began to struggle with his bag. I was shown to a bedroom downstairs and my hostess said that if I would be ready in a few minutes we would pick up Sam at the store for lunch. We drove to the store and thence to a large residence, which the owner, an elderly widow, had turned into a boarding house.

With no reference to the depression Sam mentioned that they ate only breakfast at home now, and that he had to hustle back to the store to relieve his one clerk. Three years ago he had four clerks and used his store more as a place to meet his friends than as a means of livelihood. He was a stockholder in one of the banks, had some oil holdings and a farm. He still has these things, but the bank stock has paid no dividends for two years, the oil wells have been producing at a loss and the farm has barely made taxes. I did not learn all this during lunch, of course. It came out gradually, as it also came out that the upstairs of their home is closed and the household staff reduced to one servant, without pay, who simply departs to relinquish her duties. She occupies the servant quarters which, Southern fashion, are in a small house detached from the main residence. The old yardman and another former servant also live there. Sam has turned over to them about half an acre to raise garden
truck to eat and to sell. These vegetables with the fish they catch and a dollar now and then from Sam keep the “quarters” going.

Thus, after three years of depression, Sam cuts his garments to fit the cloth. Normally I imagine Sam calls himself worth $50,000, and before the depression spent about ten thousand a year on his household, though these figures are guesswork and the estimate of his principal is doubtless too low. Nor is this boom-made wealth. Sam’s father had money and his wife’s father owned a bank. This is the first time in their lives they have been pinched. The candor and absence of complaint with which they have reduced their scale of living to meet the situation is worthy of note, however easy it may be to say that there are plenty of people worse off than they are.

In the homes of many of Sam’s friends, similar economies were in force and the heartening part of it was their practice before me, a stranger, without apology and without comment. One evening we sat on a porch discussing the presidential campaign. My friends are all Democrats, but I heard in President Hoover’s responsibilities with as much sympathy and understanding as I have heard them discussed in Northern cities by Republicans. One man said, “I think he has done as well with a hard job as anyone would have done and better than most.” I relate this not for its political significance, for it has none, but as an example of calm thinking, when calm thinking, not hysteria, is required to shorten the road to recovery.

Thus far I have spoken of the economic class who are employers of labor, and upon whose prosperity, or return to prosperity, the well being of the larger class of workers depends. Sam and his friends may be in reduced circumstances but life is not an actual struggle for the necessities of existence, clothing, and shelter as it is for the jobless wage earner of Blankville as elsewhere. Of every ten men employed in Blankville in 1930 perhaps one has his regular job today. The one lumber mill, lone survivor of the once dominant industry, is closed, the paper mill on half time or less. The nearby oil field is all but shut down. In this situation the laboring men and their families are doing exactly what Sam is doing, living on the resources that still remain to them.

From the train I had noticed men, women and children fishing in every river, creek or pond we passed, and supposed the occasion to be some local holiday. I learned that the occasion was merely the hard times. The breaks are never all against the human race, and a kindly providence has filled the waters with fish this year as they have not been filled in a long time. I know this to be true, for if I can catch fish anyone can.

The climate is another favoring factor. For eight months of the year a family can camp out and there are plenty of cut-over lands to (Continued on page 40)
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**LAW for SUCCESS**

Business men everywhere recognize one formula. It consists of three words—"LAW FOR SUCCESS." And it isn't necessary to practice law to get this success. In fact, probably most of the men who study law today have no idea of taking the bar examination or becoming lawyers—they want law training to give them mastery of men and situations in business fields. You know that—

(1)—the man with legal training is a leader—not a follower.

(2)—legal training keeps your mind—clears away the problems that stump the ordinary fellow and makes you master instead of man.

(3)—knowledge of law simplifies the complexities and complications of executive work.

(4)—many, possibly most, top executive places in business today are filled by men who have studied law.

No matter whether you're in big corporation or a small business—in a great city or a little town—a practical knowledge of law cannot fail to be of real and vital help to you in making a more successful career.

At home—in spare time—you can acquire legal training—properly equip yourself—either for the degree of LL. B. or for a greater success in business, whichever you prefer.

**Law Training—at Home—in Your Spare Time**

There is no investment in the world likely to pay a higher return than an investment in law training. In otherwise wasted hours—at home—night—with LaSalle guiding you—working with you—step by step—you can acquire a sound legal training. In every state in the Union, you'll find law-trained men who came up through LaSalle. What others have done you can do.

And LaSalle offers either a full law course leading to LL. B. or a shorter business law training—whichever you prefer. All text material including valuable 14-volume Law Library. Training comprises the most effective features of modern law instruction. Cost very low—terms mighty easy.

Send us your name today for our valuable 64-page "Law Training for Leadership" and "Evidence" books—they're free and enable you to adequately judge for yourself. Don't put it off—every day counts.

---

**LaSalle Extension University**

**THE WORLD'S LARGEST BUSINESS TRAINING INSTITUTION**

**Find Yourself Through LaSalle!**

- Law Degree of LL. B.
- Modern Salesmanship
- Modern Foremanship
- Business Management
- Personnel Management
- Modern Accounting
- Expert Bookkeeping
- Traffic Management
- Business Correspondence
- Railway Station Management
- C. P. A. Coaching
- Bankers and Finance
- Business English
- Commercial Spanish
- Industrial Management
- Life Insurance
- Chain Grocery Management
- Effective Speaking
- Railway Accounting
- Paper Salesmanship
- Stenotypy
- Credit and Collection Correspondence
- Office Management

This fourteen-volume law library is the basis of LaSalle legal training. Prepared by outstanding law professors, supplemented by all necessary material and backed by a thoroughly competent and experienced staff of law instructors.

---

**LaSalle Extension University, Department 10361**

**CHICAGO**

*I would like to have full information about your law training, together with copy of "Law Training for Leadership" and your booklet "Evidence," all without obligation.*

Other LaSalle Opportunities: LaSalle opens the way to success in every important phase of business. You'll find LaSalle listed in one of the fields indicated below, check and mail now.

**Free mail coupon now**

Name: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________

City: ____________________________

[Check the box for the appropriate course(s):]

- Commercial Law
- Business Management
- Modern Salesmanship
- Modern Foremanship
- Higher Accountancy
- Expert Bookkeeping
- Traffic Management
- Business Correspondence
- Railway Station Management
- C. P. A. Coaching
- Bankers and Finance
- Business English
- Commercial Spanish
- Industrial Management
- Chain Grocery Management
- Effective Speaking
- Railway Accounting
- Paper Salesmanship
- Stenotypy
- Credit and Collection Correspondence
- Office Management
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camp in. Hundreds of families were doing it, and anyone willing to till an acre of garden truck can obtain free use of cleared lands, a gift of seeds and the loan of tools. Small game is plentiful, and with game, fish and the garden no industrious person will starve. Our pioneer ancestors proved this under greater handicaps and in harsher climates two hundred years ago. Indeed the sight of some of these families, living in the second-growth woods, brings to mind a clearer conception of the daily life of the frontiersman than can be had from a library of books. I saw one family that had made habitable a log cabin that I took to be a relic of lumbering days. I was told that the father was a tool-dresser by trade, who had followed the oil fields. He and his brood had evidently been in the cabin all winter and were preparing for another winter. A flock of white chickens pecked about the yard and in the back were two shotguns in a pen.

A representative of the Blankville relief committee, whose funds are subscribed by Sam and his friends, includes the campers on his rounds, and helps them when they require it. I asked if there was much faking in an effort to get aid without working for it. Very little, he said. I asked about next winter. "Well," he said, "we're hoping that the price of oil will permit a little more activity in the fields, but if it doesn't we'll get along. We got along last winter, and learned something by it." "Anticipate any trouble?" "Trouble?" repeated the relief agent with a puzzled expression. "Yes—disturbances—riots, if you want to use a bad name for it, such as they have had in other depressions." "Mister," said the relief agent without a smile, "I reckon you're joking."

In New York I related the experience to the wise and informed man to whom I have previously alluded. I wish I had permission to use his name. It is a name most readers of these lines know, and one that would inspire confidence.

"In the United States," he said, "are ten thousand Blankvilles, each meeting its own problems in its own way through the employment of resources which two years ago they did not know existed. This means that the human crisis of the depression has been mastered. The material crisis, meaning liquidation, thus has a clearer field to work itself out by the operation of natural economic processes, which may seem dismally slow, but are as inevitable as gravity."

Boxing Comes of Age

(Continued from page 27)
saw that the contestants weren't brutes, but skillful, quick, self-reliant athletes. America learned the values of boxing, and the thrills of it. In the A. E. F. a young Marine named Tunney was picking up odds and ends of knowledge. At home, Jess Willard, having knocked out Jack Johnson, had soothed racial prejudice.

Returning from war, the soldiers and sailors wanted to see more boxing. Laws were passed, legalizing the sport. Under perhaps the first law of the kind, I became a boxing commissioner of the State of Connecticut. In other States, commissions were appointed to insure the physical and social purity of the game. By supervision, it was hoped to drive out the lawless element, to give the sport of boxing a standing comparable to that of other sports which had benefited more from the ancient prejudice in favor of the amateur than from any native superiority. Boxing, having fewer amateur advocates of attainments, had been suffering from what I believe to be an aristocratic prejudice.

Today, boxing is big business. A retired heavyweight champion lectures at Yale, hobnob with a Pulitzer prize-winner, marries into the Social Register, becomes a major on a governor's staff. The man from whom he won the championship associates with the rich and powerful. When he arrives in a town, no All American halfback could be received with half so much enthusiasm.

Socially, a professional boxer is accepted for his social qualities. His profession reacts against him no more than would the profession of teaching or playing golf. If a boxer can talk well, can use the right fork, can hold up his end financially, he is welcome to the social affairs of brokers and bankers. If he is a thug, he remains welcome among thugs. Fewer boxers than ever before are thugs today. Some are tough at heart, but hardly any is tough in conduct. They cannot afford roistering. They must live clean lives, and 99 percent of them do. I'd be willing to take the names of a dozen "prize fighters" out of a hat containing a list of 500. Then I'd be willing to take that dozen out for an intellectual examination against a dozen professional golfers, baseball players or hockey players similarly chosen.

And yet people are forever asking me, "What's wrong with the fight game?" I dislike to attempt an answer until I've made it clear that we are not to discuss the "fight game," or prize fighting, but the profession of boxing, as it has been legalized in most States. And when I do answer, I can say, "There's nothing wrong with the fight game that cannot be cured. And what may be wrong is transient. In law and ethics it's almost a new institution. It is still in the pioneer stage. While—as with all groups of pioneers—there's a rowdy element, it's being driven out. There's nothing wrong with the fight game fundamentally, and the superficial wrongs are being eliminated just as fast as honorable, intelligent men can find them."

Certainly there remain racketeers in the business of boxing. There are racketeers in the newspaper business, in the cleaning and dyeing business, in the contracting business, the banking business, the theatrical business. Recently they discovered a racket in the library business, up in Massa-
The Man Who Couldn't Keep A Job

1. Well, I start my new job tomorrow. Let's hope this one lasts! I'm tired of having to change so often. Never gets you anywhere.

2. Oh, I want you to make good! But do be careful about little things.

3. A month later he found out

A mighty important 'little thing' if you have to work near him! All the others are complaining. He'll have to reform—or go!

4. Little things? What was else hinting at? I haven't the least idea.

5. No 'B.O.' now to spoil his chances

I've been in my job six months, Elsie. Had a nice promotion, too. Isn't it time to talk about a wedding?

Don't let "B.O." bar your way

Pores are constantly giving off odor-causing waste. Play safe—bathe regularly with Lifebuoy. Its creamy, abundant lather purifies pores and removes all trace of "B.O." (body odor). Freshens dull complexions. Gets germs off hands—helps safeguard health. Its pleasant, hygienic scent vanishes as you rinse.

Try Lifebuoy Free

If you don't use Lifebuoy and want to try it, send a clipping of this offer with your name and address to Lever Brothers Co., Dept. 6210 Cambridge, Mass. A full-sized cake will be sent you without cost. (This offer good in U.S. and Canada only.)
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Fifty years ago the purses were smaller, gambling was proportionately more important. John L. Sullivan would have fought almost anybody for $1,000. As much—ten times as much would be bet on him. Today, a heavyweight champion wants hundreds of thousands of dollars to enter a ring. Who can afford to bribe such a man? Fifty years ago, a preliminary bout would pay the winner five dollars, if he was lucky. Few preliminary boys today but get $25 or more per fight: the average perhaps exceeds $50. At Madison Square Garden, the cost of preliminary bouts sometimes runs into the thousands of dollars.

Such prizes attract young men of genuine ambition. Boxing is no longer the last refuge of the plug-ugly. Many good pugilists have been developed in the V. M. C. A., in the V. M. H. A., in clubs fostered by Catholics, Protestants, Jews and by non-sectarian organizations of the most altruistic intent. Some boys earn spare-time money and have considerable sport boxing in preliminaries. If they show promise, they graduate into the semiinals, finally into the star bouts and to incomes which many bank presidents would be glad to receive. Nor is their period of activity unduly brief; Jack Britton has been fighting for a generation. A man who takes care of himself can box at top form during a period of perhaps fifteen years.

IT MAY be objected that boxing mars a man’s appearance. Eventually it makes him “punch drunk.” Doctors have told me that the fellows who act punch drunk always did. I know that some of them—mostly of the older generation—look and act stupid because they are stupid and always have been. They are not stupid because they’ve been hit so often. It’s the other way around: They were hit often because they were stupid. This variety is rapidly disappearing from the ring.

With them is going the fighter whose broken nose, cauliflower ears, guttural voice and slouching carriage were once the stigma of the profession. Such fighters are generally survivals of the back-room days. Their teeth are missing because they had none of the rubber protectors which are now so universal. Their nubbin noses evolved from years of careless treatment of bloody beaks. They trained without the precautionary headguards which intelligent boxers use today; eventually their ears swelled up and looked like cauliflower, or maybe like cabbages. Their faces—those of the old-timers—were scarred. That was because old-time boxers used to rub the heels of their gloves into each others’ faces. The lacing made scratches, made the blood flow.

Gene Tunney is a good example of your modern fighter, and he is not the rarity that many believe. Look him closely in the face; there’s no sign of the prize fighter. Tommy Loughran looks as much like a bond salesman as he does like a boxer. Some of the best recent boxers have been downright handsome—Jack Delaney, for example.

But the old-timers, with their cauliflower ears and no backs to their heads are more conspicuous. They have the nuisance value of the occasional drunken sailors I see in my home town, New London. Let a sailor come off a submarine in uniform and lap up a little Bank Street booze and he’s a marked man. Before the beach patrol carts him away to the brig, he’s given the impression that sailors are a drunken lot. Meantime, a thousand sailors walk the streets of New London, just like all the other New Londoners, and nobody knows about them. Neither do people recognize the ordinary boxer when he appears in public. Out of the ring, he’s just like anybody else. Only the exceptional boxer can be identified in walking clothes. He’s a poor exception to a good rule.

Nobody can be in better health than a well-conditioned boxer. He neither drinks nor smokes. He is apt to read a great deal; it’s good for the nerves. He is apt to play golf, and rather well. He may be married, like Jack Sharkey, and live the life of the “country squire,” which reporters say Sharkey lives on his place near Boston. He may live modestly, like Bat Battalino, the featherweight champion, or he may live with equal modesty but with rather more of the spectacular to his comings and goings, like another Connecticut champion of whom I’m proud, Major Tunney. But he’s rather apt to be a decent, law-abiding citizen, going to church at least as often as the average of young fellows his age, contributing generously to his family’s support, participating in patriotic movements to stimulate local pride, to make his home town better.

IN THESE days, it’s difficult for a boxer to behave differently and be successful. The rules are pretty strict. I know, because I’ve done my share to make them. Since I went on what was probably the first boxing commission—of three members, since reduced to one, myself—I have observed a consistent improvement in boxing in all its manifestations. Even the crowds are better.

Time was when the crowds themselves broke the law in order to see a boxing match. Being within the law, the crowds today are more law-abiding in all respects than the old-timers.

Some time ago I talked to an officer who was on duty at an important match in the New Haven arena. He told me the crowds were always “medium orderly” at boxing matches, and other officers bowed con-

firmation to what I said. They should know.

“At their worst, they’re just anxious to get into good seats. If they see vacant seats nearer the ring than their own, they’ll try to sit there. They aren’t always willing to wait until the management, closing the box office, tells them they can move up. That makes it hard for us fellows.

“They aren’t so orderly as the football crowds we see at the Yale bowl, but they’re no more disorderly than baseball crowds get when a game is close and important and a decision goes against the Pros. I guess we have as much trouble from a big golf gallery as from a fight crowd.

“How do they compare with the hockey crowds? Swell! At hockey they throw pop bottles; these fellows don’t throw things; they don’t want to fight; they only want to see the fights. Seeing takes the fight out of them, maybe.”

It’s my own opinion that boxing crowds reflect the entertainment they’re offered. Go to a cheap, trite, poorly acted, poorly directed movie and you’ll see a cheap crowd, chewing gum, talking, sneezing, coughing, walking on one another’s toes. Go to a good picture, or a good play, and you’ll see a cleanly, well-mannered crowd.

When there’s a good boxing match on, I frequently take my wife, or my daughters, or the whole family, wife, daughters, sons. I’m sure none of them has ever been insulted, or even shocked by rough language. It wasn’t like that in Pete Hart’s Casino.

Today, our best people like the sport. Former Governor Trumbull loved to go to boxing matches in Connecticut, even as governor, and nobody ever said he had detracted from the dignity of his office. His successor, Governor Cross, made Gene Tunney a major on his staff.

Decent, capable men like these two, interested in boxing and boxers, find that boxers also are decent and capable. I shall always remember with gratitude the spontaneous out-pouring from all classes when we had a benefit in Hartford to build a children’s building at the State Fair Grounds. More than 3,500 people paid from three to five dollars admission. Boxes sold for $50, $75 and $100. Governor Trumbull was there, and Tex Rickard and William Muldoon and James A. Farley. The United States Coast Guard Band furnished music, and so did the Mendelssohn Male Chorus of forty voices. Jack Sharkey, Kid Kaplan, Jim Maloney, Jack Delaney, Paulino Uzcudun, Johnny Dundee, Mike McGlue, Honeyboy Finnegan were there—they came voluntarily, out of spontaneous generosity, to attract others by their presence, and to help the children of Connecticut.

Just what may be seen at a modern boxing match? What is the quality of the
What is the quality of the boxers? These questions are frequently directed at me—generally, it seems to me, by people of the old-maid school teacher type.

Well, if you attend a modern boxing exhibition you'll miss nothing that was fine in Pete Hart's pavilion. But you'll miss the rest. There will be no ale-trained plug-uglys to battle unlimited rounds on a hard plank floor. There will be clean-limbed young athletes instead. Their health has just been attested by a reputable physician. These opponents will not be mis-matched at catchweights; they will be about of a size, and not far apart in the item of skill. There will be no barkeeper managers and bartender seconds in their corners, but capable men who make a business of handling boxers. The referee will be chosen not alone because he is neutral, although that remains a prerequisite, but because he is fearless, fair and competent.

These things are insured in Connecticut and in most States by a license system. Managers, managers, seconds and referees are licensed. The matches must be sanctioned. The licenses are precious because they are necessary in the State of issue, and because they are qualification for licenses in other States. They are doubly precious because revocation or suspension of a license in one State almost automatically brings down the same penalty in other States.

Under this system, I believe Connecticut in ten years has done much to stimulate popular interest in boxing. Hundreds are following it who were never interested before. In clubs, schools and colleges, in Y. M. C. A.'s and even in church parish houses, boxing gloves are among the most popular gymnastic equipment. These amateurs are building strong bodies. They are learning the desirability of clean living.

In my belief also the legalization and regulation of boxing in Connecticut has improved the quality of the sport as it is practiced professionally. Certainly, men from Connecticut have enjoyed at least their fair share of success in the ring. Here are four names in proof: Jack Delaney of Bridgeport, Louis Kid Kaplan of Meriden, Christopher Bat Battalino of Hartford and Lou Brouillard of Danielson. Handsome and colorful, Delaney in his prime was the light heavyweight champion of the world. Kaplan, not long ago, won the world featherweight championship only to give it up because he had to graduate into the lightweight class; he was too heavy to make the weight with ease. Shortly after Kaplan gave up his title, Battalino won it back for Connecticut. Only recently, 20-year-old Lou Brouillard, who has been fighting professionally for less than two years, won the world welterweight title.

I'm proud of these four world champions, given by Connecticut in less than a decade. They and hundreds like them are exemplifications of the qualities of speed, skill, endurance and courage. Admirable qualities, these, and certainly not contaminating to those who may observe them.
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real war with Mexico. Bandits raided our borders, slew and burned, and this whale of a nation floundered in shameful ineptitude. In 1916 suddenly there was a call to action.

The National Guard regiment to which I belonged was among those hustled to the Border. We reinforced and rescued a remote and isolated little Regular Army company of only thirty-five men all told. The captain told me that for months his soldiers had actually only one cartridge apiece. They had slept on their arms, literally. When they turned in at night each soldier lay down with his rifle at his side, expecting an attack at any moment, and prepared to fire his one cartridge, do his best with the bayonet and go out—not in a blaze of glory but in a spurt of futility. Such infamous neglect has always been the portion of our soldiers up to the actual outbreak of hostilities.

Despite the multiplying evidences that we were doomed to be dragged into the World War, nothing could be done to arouse the public. I remember engaging in an excited debate with a pacifist, who declared that the horrors of the war in Europe were teaching us the evils of war, the curse of preparedness and our good luck and wisdom in keeping out of it. I replied hotly that the very horror of the war was what would drag us into it and that we would pay dearly for our insane determination to neglect every precaution. It was not long before we were in it up to our necks, and we were compelled to ask our Allies to hold off the enemy for a year or more before we could contribute men. We never did get our matériel ready until the war was over.

We came out of the war with magnificent resolutions never to be caught napping again. At last we had an establishment scientifically organized against any future embarkment, guaranteeing us that we should never be found unready again. Everything was skeletonized for swift expansion. Mobilization plans were in readiness. Reserves were organized.

Everybody knows how short-lived the reformation was. It was not surprising to read recently that our military defence has been whittled down and down, and that there is today a very critical situation in the matter of ammunition. The supply on hand would soon be exhausted and we should have to wait a year before we could begin to manufacture new supplies. The crucial danger about munitions is that it takes so long to make the machinery that makes the munitions. It takes almost no time to turn out thousands of rifles once the machinery is ready, but it takes a year or more to make ready to make the first rifle.

The institution of the Officers Reserve Corps was a noble plan to keep our trained experts in training, but it fell swiftly under the disfavor of the pacifists and in 1931 less than a quarter of our reserve officers were able to have as much as two weeks' training, since it was impossible to secure sufficient appropriations to extend the advantages of the Citizens Military Training Camps to any considerable proportion of the officers.

This year the record has been far worse. For a time, indeed, it looked as if there would be no training camps at all. By abolishing the camps a saving of two and a half million dollars would have been achieved and it was only with the greatest difficulty that the axe was checked. The chairman of the House subcommittee had actually proposed the entire abandonment of military training camps, but a bill of protest frightened off the supporters.

The bill in which this was a feature included also such devastating measures as the dropping of 8,000 enlisted men and 2,000 officers from the Regular Army, the drastic curtailment of officers' camps and even correspondence work among the reserve officers, the ending of all salary raises and promotions for Army and Navy, the reduction of cavalry mounts to 700 horses, the reduction of National Guard funds and a practical paralysis of all military efficiency.

The American Legion was aroused and forwarded to President Hoover a warning and a protest that "the so-called hand of economy has placed its fingers upon the throat of our Army and Navy and is slowly strangling them to death."

The Legion's National Defense Committee demanded an increase instead of a diminution in the military and naval resources.

The strength that was felt to be at the minimum of safety in 1920 would not suffice for the increased population and wealth of twelve years, yet even that minimum of 1930 is not now kept up and any proposal to fall still farther away from it is suicidal. The Legion rightly denounced the policy as "false economy" and called for reductions in other fields.

The extravagances and meddlesome interferences in the liberty of the citizen have been increased to a ruinous extent while the bare necessities of public security have been ignored.

The Legion's protest was heard and the raid of the bulwarks of safety was checked at least for the moment, but the gnawing away is increasing. Of course the acuteness of the depression and the desperate effort to cut down the crushing burden of governmental expense gave some show of excuse for desperate measures.

But national poverty is only a temporary explanation for the neglect of elementary defence. In the height of the boom times the same spirit raged. The reserve had an increasingly difficult time to secure ap-
prophets enough to keep it alive. Reserve officers were denounced as monsters of bloodthirsty ambition. The R. O. T. C. was assailed as a vicious effort to instil murderous principles in the heart of youth.

The pacifists called and still call for total, one hundred percent disarmament; for the absolute abandonment of every least resource against a foreign enemy. They assert that the one way to disarm the foreigner is to disarm ourselves first; that the one true protection is helplessness.

The pacifists have become nuditists. While the courts have refused citizenship even to elderly women who have refused to promise to bear arms under any circumstances, thousands of clergymen have signed solemn pledges to take no part in any future war no matter what the grounds for it may be. Yet nobody has proposed to exile these clergymen. Nobody has ever criticized them. So torpid are our livers, so blind our eyes that we have listened to solemn denunciations of children's tin soldiers without even laughing. We have permitted patriotic songs to be expurgated, and nobody has grown angry at the insults to the heroic traditions of our soldiery.

The strangest thing about this strange thing is that it has recurred with the absolute regularity of an intermittent fever. It is as old as the nation.

It is of little moment whether we denounce the pacifists as traitors to our security or let them plume themselves on keeping us from being ruthless militarists, the same pattern is always followed. You could chart it like a commercial contour or a nurse's record of a patient's temperature.

It runs like this: Some fulminate sets off a mass of dormant war-emotion. The nation wakes up to find itself at war. It casts about for trained officers and soldiers and for equipment. The supply is practically non-existent. There is a period of chaotic hysteria, of crazy enlistment, heller-skelter organization, political preference; Falsstaff's armies go forth to blunder and disgrace while foundries and factories are impoverished, and graft and profiteering flourish. Slowly and by sheer weight of numbers, inexhaustible resources, and thanks to the good luck of our position, we wear out the enemy; we make some kind of peace and call it victory. We come forth dazed and disgusted with our shameful exhibition of inefficiency in a welter of scandals whose stench resembles the bottom of a parrot cage and the taste in a morning-after mouth.

We raise our hands in solemn vows that we will never be caught in such a condition again. We acknowledge our past sins. We promise ourselves a fine, efficient Regular Army as the skeleton for any emergencies; we promise to train every citizen to be ready to do his duty when the crisis breaks; we make appropriations for great reservoirs of munitions and for our development in all the sciences of war.

Then we go back to business. We find troubles enough at the shop and at home. We hate taxes, we denounce pensions. We turn and gnash our teeth at those peacocks and loafer of the Regular Army and Navy. We can't be bothered with arsenals and ship yards. What do we care if our rifles are obsolete and our factories are old fashioned? To hell with it. Down with war! Up with brotherly love! It ain't gonna rain no more. Why squander our wealth on umbrellas, rubbers, repairs to roofs, drains and such encouragements to future clodhoppers?

The Army dwindles, the National Guard fades out, we sneer at foreign nations that go on drilling and inventing and building forts and equipment.

We grow very ugly about something. We cease to love our neighbors. We hate our neighbors. Somebody says: "A fight might start; better look to the old gun, see if the cartridges will fit, see if they will explode at the right end of the gun." We say, "Don't be silly!"

A war breaks out. We cast about for trained officers, soldiers and equipment. The supply is practically non-existent. And so on and on, round and round like a wheel.

A glance back over our history may be interesting as a proof of this, and it might have some value.

The Revolutionary War lasted for eight years. If we had been ready for it as a result of the long piling-up of proofs that it was inevitable, we could have ended it in eight weeks. There were three million people here and all the men were supposed to be expert shots and Indian fighters. The British garrisons were small and ill-equipped and the British resources in men so small that they had to kidnap their own soldiers and buy Hessians. Their total forces sent across an ocean that required from thirty to sixty days to pass were so unimportant that we should have gobbled them up in a trice.

At the end of six years we were saved by French money and French men to such an extent that at the siege of Yorktown we furnished 9,000 men while the French furnished 31,000 men and a fleet. Cornwallis had 7,000 men.

The country went crazy with pride and joy as we did when the False Armistice filled the air with confetti. Poor George Washington knew that the war was not over and, in fact, it ran on for two years more, but he could get no attention whatsoever to his prayers for men and money enough to drive the British out of New York City and Charleston and to meet any new invasion they might attempt. He wrote the most eloquent appeals to every one of the thirteen States and he stated that the result was "not a farthing of money," "not a single recruit." He also wrote that we were shamefully dependent on the French both for cash and for men.

Such troops as we had in arms were so cruelly ignored by the States that they were indenently naked, pitifully starved. One general had a thousand men too naked to appear on the drill ground.

In Philadelphia, (Continued on page 40)
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where Congress sat, some indignant soldiers invaded the sacred hall demanding attention to their sufferings. Whereupon Congress indignantly picked up its papers, its duds and its dignity and moved over to Princeton.

Next the officers grew resentful enough to organize a gigantic mutiny of their own. They had given years of service without any pay at all, save for occasional installments in paper money of practically no value. Their families were dependent on public or private charity. They suspected Congress of planning to leave them in the lurch altogether as soon as the war was over, and they prepared to move on Princeton and compel Congress to do them justice. Otherwise they would take over the Government, as so many armies had done before.

But Washington stepped into the crisis and impressed the officers to continue their meekness under intolerable neglect. With a heartbreaking appeal that broke all the officers down till they wept like children, he pleaded with them to make just this one more sacrifice so that posterity might say, "Had this day been wanting, the world had never seen the last stage of perfection, to which human nature is capable of attaining."

They made the sacrifice; they established the precedent that American armies have never disregarded. Since then there has never been any menace to civil liberty from the armed forces. Yet then and ever since the armed forces have been rewarded by the civil powers with neglect, contempt, pitiless demands and utter disloyalty the moment the risk of war grew remote.

The Revolution ended with Europe in sullen confusion and the British so hostile that they would not surrender the western forts among the hostile Indians according to the treaty. But what did Congress do? Congress ordered Washington to discharge every officer and soldier except some four score.

An army of eighty men! We once had an army in which the highest officer was a captain and the total enlisted strength was fifty-five privates at West Point and twenty-five at Fort Pitt.

The day after Congress ordered this reduction, it remembered that it was supposed to take over the western forts, and a resolution was passed authorizing the enrollment of an army of seven hundred. This was to be organized into one regiment of eight infantry and two cavalry companies, to be made up of militia enlisted for one year, and contributed by the four States nearest. The British did not give up the posts for many a long year of bickering, and the danger of a new outbreak of war led to the ordering of another army of seven hundred to be enlisted for three years.

By 1786 the United States, with a population of over three millions, had an army of 1,340 non-commissioned officers and privates called the "legionary corps." But it was hardly more than a paper army, for the recruits were not forthcoming in sufficient numbers to keep it anywhere near its pitiful "strength."

Very soon it was realized that there was grave danger from within as well as from without. Daniel Shays organized a rebellion against what he thought unfair taxation and nearly captured the government arsenal at Springfield, Massachusetts, and threw such a scare into the jealous States that he hastened their agreement on the Constitution that made one nation out of thirteen with Washington as President.

The new Government had the authority to raise and support an army and a navy. There was a War Department with a "Secretary at War" in the Cabinet. The new nation began with a standing army of one regiment of infantry and one battalion of artillery—a total of 1,283 men and officers for a population now grown to four million.

When the Western Indians inflicted on expeditions under General Harmar and then under General St. Clair disasters that overshadowed Braddock's defeat, the Army was increased to 5,156 men and 278 officers. But as soon as Anthony Wayne crushed the Indians the number was promptly reduced by twenty-five officers and 2,000 men.

In 1798 we found ourselves, after years of furious bickering, compelled to fight either England or France, or both, unless we were willing to grovel beneath the most shameful insults and injuries. Washington was called back from Mount Vernon to be Commander-in-Chief and Congress authorized first an army of 14,000, then one of 50,000. Fortunately the war resolved itself with a few scuffles at sea, and the improvised land army was not put to any test.

Immediately the Army was reduced to 4,136 men and officers, though more than a million new inhabitants had enlarged the population and the territory. In 1802 the Army was reduced still further, to 3,287.

Yet Thomas Jefferson complained of its size. Being no general, he relied on that nightmare of Washington's, the militia. Even when we were on the brink of war with Spain, he would not increase it. England's treatment of our commerce during her war with France and Napoleon's almost more contemptuous outrages on our pride once more drove us into a choice of enemies, with both well deserving attack. The Army was increased to a paper strength of a little less than ten thousand—and with us, a paper strength has always meant more ink than men.

At last the long delayed War of 1812 broke out and now it was almost impossible
to secure soldiers at any price. We had only 6,744 men in our army when we declared war on the British Empire. The true history of that War of 1812 cannot be stomached by American readers unless we omit nearly all the nauseating details and play up a few bright spots.

Thanks to the pacifism of Jefferson and Madison and their refusal to build up a real army, we enlisted 327,054 volunteers to support a tiny Regular Army and could not conquer 15,000 British regulars, about 1,000 Canadian militia and nine thousand Indians. The treaty of peace was further humiliation. The war cost the nation $86,000,000 and pensions of $46,000,000 more.

With a population of about nine million we lost a war to England when she was in death-grapple with Napoleon. We lost over 5,000 men killed and wounded, had the capitol burned and suffered endless shame that could have been avoided by a respectable Regular Army of strength appropriate to the size and dignity of the nation. There would have been no war at all or a brief and glorious one if the pacifists and the procrastinators had not had their way.

Jefferson and Madison were converted now to the importance of a fine Regular Army; they chanted the praises of preparedness and announced their intention to form the establishment Washington had begged for, thirty years before.

An army of no less than 10,000 was voted—about 1,000 men to each million of population—or one soldier to each thousand citizens. There were to be line and staff officers. There were many faulty arrangements but at least there was an establishment, and the tradition of the courage and efficiency of the Regulars begins in 1816.

Five years later the weary nation cut the army in half. Ten years later the proportion of soldiers was about one soldier to each 3,600 citizens. Seven long years of Indian war in Florida and elsewhere ensued and cost the nation enormous sums owing to the dependence on volunteers and other raw troops.

In 1838 we were practically at war for the third time with England and General Scott had to say to the excited mobs:

"I stand before you without troops and without arms save the sword at my side."

The thirteen regiments of Regulars were all engaged in warding off Indian attacks in Florida or along the Western borders. Fortunately for us this war blew over, or we might have had a worse blot than 1812 on our escutcheon.

In the Indian wars of this period the Regular Army of 4,701 men had 1,466 killed. It was not known how many of the 50,000 volunteers were killed. The cost of the wars for the land forces was nearly $75,000,000. Yet when peace was made with the Indians the Army was promptly reduced.

The Mexican War found so small a force of Regulars at the [Continued on page 48]
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border that General Taylor had either to retreat or advance in the presence of greatly superior numbers. He had no time to wait for reinforcement by volunteers. His courage and the quality of his troops began a series of swift successes that speedily prostrated Mexico, from which we took so much territory that the United States now reached from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

The Regular Army was now established at a little less than 14,000 men and officers for a country with a continental area, and a population of over twenty millions, including some of the fiercest Indian tribes ever encountered.

The Civil War was, up to its time and for its duration, probably the most stupendous war in history. The year 1860 found us with three million square miles of territory, thirty millions of people and an army of 16,367.

It a small army assures peace surely those should have been halcyon days, halcyon years. But when the break came the force was so petty and so scattered that the North could do little but watch the Southern States secede and arm, while Lincoln called for volunteers.

It took a Regular Army raised to 67,000 and 2,600,000 volunteers and militia four years to conquer the South's million-old troops. It cost five billion dollars and more than that in pensions.

Yet the pacifists tell us that large armies make for war, and the economists tell us that it is cheap to cut down the Regulars to the vanishing point. They had their way again immediately after the Civil War. The presence of a French army in Mexico kept the numbers up long enough to reduce Napoleon III back to France without a drop of bloodshed—a gorgeous answer to the claim that armies cannot aid peace. But the 67,000 regulars were 25,000, and their duties included policing and pacifying all the Indians of the mountains and the plains.

The War with Spain in 1898 found us with 2,113 officers and 26,040 enlisted men to a population of 73 millions. In other words our armed forces were less than four-hundredths of one percent of our population. There were no munitions for expansion. A wild scramble resulted but the nation was so dazzled by the speed and completeness of the victory that it learned no lessons. The strategy consisted of sending “raw material forward as soon as possible, thanking God for the character of the foe.” Those who knew war thanked God incessantly for the fact that we fought a decrepit nation far from its shores and close to ours, and that we escaped the frightful disasters a first-class army would have inflicted on us.

Spa Spanish war, like the Mexican, vastly increased our possessions and planted us far across the Pacific.

With the Philippines to conquer and other problems Congress enlarged the Army in 1899 to 67,585 officers and men. Our troops took part in the capture of Peking in 1900, in which year the Army was increased to an aggregate of 100,610—on paper.

By 1904 the Army was down to 60,000 officers and men so badly paid that living conditions were harsh, and with so little money allotted that maneuvers were practically impossible. Regular Army colonels rarely saw a whole regiment at once. Generals never could collect a whole brigade at once.

Once more the Army began to drift lower and lower in public esteem and attention. Once more signs outside places of public amusement proclaimed “No soldiers admitted.” In 1911 Congress actually had to pass a law forbidding discriminations against the uniform.

There followed a period when Mexican revolutions kept boiling over our borders, yet there were available only from 6,000 to 8,000 soldiers to patrol a frontier of 1,500 miles. In 1911 it was resolved to invade Mexico. There was no way of collecting an impressive force and only the internal troubles of Mexico prevented her from inflicting disgrace upon us.

After the World War had flamed for a year, we still had an army so small that of troops free for mobile purposes we had within our borders only one regiment and one squadron of cavalry and one regiment of field artillery. “There was not a single regiment of infantry in its quarters or permanent station,” says Major Ganoe in his history. “When the proper deductions of the men’s pay and pensions were made, there remained but 24,602 men of the mobile force of the entire Regular Army. This was a smaller actual strength than at any time since 1861. All manner of materials for war were absent. The United States had only 21 airplanes and no dirigibles, whereas France had 500 airplanes and 11 dirigibles and Great Britain 250 airplanes and 8 dirigibles at this time . . . In the entire country, the ammunition for field artillery totaled only 5,800 rounds, or about all that would suffice for a two days’ battle; as for rifle ammunition, there was enough on hand for only five days’ fighting.”

In 1916 we had about 25,000 troops, with a population of 32 million. In 1915 we had 25,000 troops free of garrison duty with a population nearly tripled. What a triumph for pacifism! What a proof of the value of non-preparedness! The wicked Europeans with their millions on millions of soldiers were in the grip of the most heinous war. We with our little army were at peace.

A few evil men like General Wood thought that we might be drawn into a war. They organized the Citizens Training Camps. In 1916 we were actually at
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with the same accuracy as if the rival pilots were using bullets in their guns instead of moving-picture film. The camera gun makes a picture of the hits, when there are hits, and notes the time to the split second on the film. By this means, in case of vital hits by both combatants, we know who was first. We also get an idea of the human value of each plane.

But all of this individual work now forms the small end of military aviation, even in pursuit work, where more of it survives than in any other branch. Spectators at Barksdale Field will notice planes flying in formation more often than otherwise. Mass work has succeeded individual exploit. A pursuit group consists of three squadrons of eighteen planes each. It regularly practices open and close order drill, as an infantry battalion does and for the same reasons of discipline and smartness. Infantry terms are creeping into the lexicon of the Air Corps. A group in flight is divided almost the same way as an infantry force on the march, with its reserve, support and striking force, the latter comparing with the infantry advance guard. In this way it goes into action, maintaining formation rather than splitting into single ship actions as during the war. Should the enemy break up this formation it is our duty of the commanding officer to withdraw his force and reform for attack, exactly as an assaulting wave of infantry would reform after an unsuccessful thrust. Spectacular individual battles are a thing of the past.

The Air Corps has become an integral part of the national defense, and many of the problems to be solved were closely related to those which have confronted military men throughout history. The infantryman was once an individual fighter who in battle picked out his particular adversary and disposed of him or was disposed of. It took some centuries to make him a mass fighter. The Air Corps has had to cover all of this ground in fifteen years, and uncannily it will undoubtably be the scene of further evolution of air tactics, the scope of which it would require an H. G. Wells to predict.

war with Mexico and had to invoke the National Guard to save our borders. A National Defense or Reorganization Act was passed to give us a Regular Army with a peace strength of 175,000 men.

Suddenly we were in the World War. Was our face red? We came out of it with magnificent resolutions never to be caught again in such a plight. The National Defense Act of June 4, 1920, gave us a peace army of not to exceed 280,000 men and officers. That "not to exceed" was never endangered.

Three years later Congress amended the 280,000 to read 175,000 and threw out the army 600 line officers and 100,000 enlisted men.

During the late Chinese-Japanese War the American pacifists tried to show their love of peace by organizing a boycott against all Japanese goods—as soothing a gesture as hitting a mad bull in the nose with a red flag. Fortunately the project died a-borning, but for a day or two in New York war correspondents were making ready to resume business and there was a real fear of war. It would have found us with about 125,000 troops to about 125,000,000 population.

At this time we had delegates at Geneva trying to arrange for our complete disarmament. For the little junket of these peace-fanciers the hard-pressed Government appropriated $350,000 to pay their expenses.

Congress had threatened to cut $12,-000,000 out of the appropriations for the Army. It has been estimated that if we had been prepared in 1917 we should have saved about fifteen billion dollars in a war whose total cost will approach a hundred billion. As it is our Army is about the forthrightest strength among the armies of the nations.

If the coachman who drove the Archduke at Sarajevo had turned another corner there would probably have been no World War. It is those eternal "ifs" that make wars. They always come unexpectedly. They have always found us shamefully and fatally unready. It is safe to say that the next one will catch us in the usual plight. All we can say is that the incessant efforts of those who enforce unpreparedness either from pacifism or parsimony have accomplished nothing except enor-mous Shrove-tide men and money. Those of us who have pleaded for a little attention to the Sentry lines can lay to ourselves only the flattering unction that, but for the endeavors of the few who believe in preparation, things might even have been a little worse.

Who can tell how much future loss of life, how much future disgrace, The American Legion has prevented by its recent action in frightening Congress out of cutting from the already infra-legal army 2,000 officers and 8,000 men? These officers will continue to study and teach the art of war, these men will furnish the solid, steel-ribbed skeleton for immense expansion in a time of emergency. Their mere existence in uniform is a source of incalculable benefit and security. Life in America and the free institutions of our country are safer from annihilation by the passionate pacifists and the icy penny-pinchers.

He Swore Off Smoking in no Gentle Words

Yet Anger Cooled When He Found This Tobacco

It's no joke when a pipe-smoker's pipe goes back on him. After all, as many a man will tell you, there's nothing that takes the place of a pipe and good tobacco. Mr. Clarence C. Strohm well knows that, as you will see after reading his interesting letter.

HARRISBURG, Pa.
March 27, 1930

Lorus & Bro. Co.
Richmond, Va.

Gentlemen:
I thought you might like to know how I became converted to Edgeworth Smoking Tobacco.

One day I had an attack of heartburn and my pipe tasted terrible. I threw it on the office floor and swore off smoking in no gentle words. Then up spoke one of my co-workers and said, "Why don't you try a pipeful of my Edgeworth, and I'll lay you a bet of ten to one that you like it."

Well, for the sake of an argument I tried a pipeful and doggone, that Edgeworth tasted like honey.

Needless to say, I lost the bet, but believe me it was worth it, for I discovered the greatest pipe tobacco in the world.

Sincerely yours,
Clarence C. Strohm

If you've never been able to find a pipe tobacco that really satisfied, try Edgeworth. But don't make a ten-to-one bet with some Edgeworth fan, because the chances are more than ten to one that you, like Mr. Strohm, will lose—although, like him, you'll probably be glad you did!

It's amazing how many enthusiastic letters have been received praising Edgeworth. There seems to be something about this cool, slow-burning smoke that makes happy smokers.

Perhaps it's that special Edgeworth blend of fine old burley with its natural savor insured by a distinctive and exclusive eleventh process.

Your name and address, sent to Lorus & Brother Co., 111 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va., will bring you a free sample packet of Edgeworth. You can be sure of finding the same fine quality in the Edgeworth you buy at any tobacco store, for Edgeworth quality is always the same.

You can buy it in two forms: Edgeworth Regularly-Rubbed and Edgeworth Plug Slize. All sizes from the 15-cent pocket package to the pound humidor tin. Some sizes come in vacuum tins. Listen to "The Corn Cob Pipe Club of Virginia," Edgeworth's radio program, next Wednesday evening from 10 to 10:30 (E.S.T.), over a coast-to-coast network of the National Broadcasting Company.
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads

Put one on—the pain is gone!

Here's a Profitable Business FREE
MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU!
Among the wealthiest men in the world are those who supply
your remedies. These men are rich, very rich, because they supply
remedies which are so needed. If you supply remedies you
are rich. How? You supply remedies; you make money.

FEET HURT YOU?

Throngs in holl of foot, arches, ankles or legs! Suffer from
valummae, bunions, cramped toes, burning feet.

Get relief, comfort, peace of mind with the
NEW BALANCE ARCH
This new exclusive support is SOFT, LIGHT, FLEXIBLE; NO METAL PLATES, PAIR, or BENDINGS. It
removes bunions, life arches, bubbly muscles. Corrects
cramps, tightness, makes feet comfortable to 60 to 60
days. Enforced by doctors—thousands of

FEET HURT YOU?


Want Steady Job?

Ex-Service Men Get Preference
END OF DEPRESSION MEANS
HUNDREDS OPENINGS
Common Education Sufficient
Railway Postoffice Clerks Mail Carriers
Postoffice Clerks Postal Clerks
General Office Clerks Stenographers
Inspectors of Customs

$141 to $283 MONTH

Mail Coupon Before You Lose It
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. B-53, Rochester, N. Y.

The Idea Behind Greenfield

(Continued from page 9)

Thomas A. Edison's office
and library at Menlo
Park, New Jersey, as it
appeared in 1879

of bread in a bushel of wheat, no matter
what the Board of Trade quotations on the
wheat may be. Even at the worst the land
gives self-dependence, and this is a pos-
session as priceless to the nation as to the
individual. We cannot afford to have this
essential characteristic depart from our
people, for once it disappears it can never
be regained.

If our Village is opened to the pub-
lic at large the visitor will comprehend
that we are not merely trying to show a
fine collection of antiques to amuse the
public, but rather are pointing how the
population of this country lived and prospered
during the days when we were building
to our present scale of living, he will
have our point of view. Once this perceiving
visitor comprehends the basic idea, his
mind will grasp the connection between
the past and the present, and project it into
the future. Perhaps he will apply it to his

Smash!

(Continued from page 11)

and ability. No one has ever discovered a
way to make legal process self-operating,
and we shall no doubt always have to take
it subject to human limitations.

The greatest danger in which our victim
is placed is one from which the law, as
it stands at present, cannot protect him.
Suppose our injured man proves his case,
the jury finds in his favor and judgment is
entered for $10,000 against him who caused
the accident. A judgment by a law court
itself produces no money; it only de-
termines that the winner is entitled to
money from the loser. The next step is to
collect it. If the judgment is not paid,
property of the debtor may be seized by
the sheriff, and sold, and the proceeds applied
to paying the claim. A famous recipe for
rabbit stew begins: "First catch your hare."
And here you must first find the property.
If the careless driver has no property, how
can he be made to pay? What can he pay
with? Even if we turned back the clock
and again had imprisonment for debt, we
should get no money thereby. No legal
process invented has ever been successful
in getting blood from a turnip. If this care-
less driver has carried liability insurance
in a responsible company the victim will get
his money. How many drivers carry insur-
ance? Only one State—Massachusetts
—has a general compulsory insurance law.
What are the chances of recovery if one is
hit by a driver who is not insured?

The answer to such questions was un-
known until a few months ago. Now we
have some very important information
about them through an investigation con-
ducted by a group of public-spirited law-
yers who called themselves a "Committee
to Study Compensation for Automobile
Accidents" and made their report to a
formally named organization entitled
"Columbia University Council for Re-
search in the Social Sciences." The com-
mittee-with-the-long-name has fourteen
members, all of them prominent lawyers.
Among the list are Dean Clark of Yale's
Law School, Attorney General Schnader
of Pennsylvania, Secretary of the Treasury
Mills, himself a New York lawyer when
not in government service, and Director
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Lewis of the American Law Institute. Mr. Shippen Lewis, Philadelphia lawyer, ably organized and directed the Committee's study.

In addition to examination of data available through public officials and insurance companies, an investigation was made of 8,890 automobile accident cases, distributed among ten localities in six States. This investigation was by direct personal interview with the injured person or a responsible member of his family. Its object was to find out just what does actually happen to people when they are hurt in automobile accidents. The results from widely scattered communities (from Atlantic to Pacific) checked with each other so completely that the committee felt that conclusions reached in its investigation could be relied upon as representing the situation throughout the country. In other words, from what actually did happen in 8,890 automobile accidents, we can predict pretty accurately what chance we would have to be paid for our loss if we were to be hit tomorrow. We do not need to re-examine the hundreds of pages of statistical data to get to the truth, for they can be summarized with startling clarity.

The most important question is whether the motorist who caused the injury carries insurance. If not, the injured person's chances for receiving anything at all are only about one in four, and in most cases the payments made will not pay the loss. If the offending motorist was insured, payment will be received in eighty-five percent of the cases; in other words, the chances are almost nine out of ten that some payment will be made. This, too, is regardless of the legal question of negligence discussed above; it is based upon the actual experience in these instances investigated.

What is the likelihood that one may be hit by an insured driver? It makes some difference where the car comes from. If it is a Massachusetts car, as already stated, the law compels insurance by its owner. If it is a city car, it is more apt to be covered than a country car. Nationwide figures compiled for 1929 by the National Bureau of Casualty and Surety Underwriters indicate that a little more than one out of four passenger cars is covered by liability insurance and a little less than one out of three commercial cars is so covered.

The prospect is not one to delight the eye. The chances are three against one that you will be hit by an uninsured car. If and when you are, the chances are four against one that you will be paid nothing at all. Yet more than a million people are injured and a good many thousand killed each year in automobile accidents. Furthermore, the advantage of being hit, if one must be hit, by an insured motorist increases with the severity of the injury. Figures from the investigated cases show that the heavier the loss, the less likelihood there is of getting payment from an uninsured operator. In cases where death has been caused the chances against recovery are five against one.

Even if one is to be hit by an insured driver he will do well not to get cracked up too severely. The figures indicate that persons with slight losses are somewhat overpaid, but that as the loss grows larger, as in permanent disability cases, the payments grow proportionately less and are more apt to be subject to delay. The explanation is easy: The insurance company will make a prompt and liberal payment of a small claim to get it out of the way. Even a liberal payment is cheaper than a law suit.

But as the amount involved grows larger this is no longer true. The insurer will make a more thorough investigation; it may deny liability altogether and prefer to contest the case. This means long delay for the injured victim, and long delayed payment is, for practical purposes, often no payment at all.

It is clear that something must be done. We can't allow our roads to be filled with irresponsible persons driving high-powered cars doing untold damage for which the victims must bear the loss. One solution is that of Massachusetts—compulsory liability insurance for all locally registered cars. Perhaps this comes too late; yet made the report referred to above has gone a step further and suggested for motor vehicle accidents a scheme for compensation much like the system of workmen's compensation now in force in nearly every one of our States.

The theory of such a scheme is that accidents are inevitable in the operation of motor cars, and that the people who operate them ought to bear the burden of the harm done. Under a compensation statute we should not decide whether a car operator is at fault. If he has done injury in an automobile collision he is liable to buy the injured person compensation according to the scale fixed. There will be no long period of waiting to try a case in court. There will be no large fees for legal counsel because such hearing as is necessary will be conducted in informal fashion before a referee. The amount of compensation will not be as great as the largest verdicts now won before sympathetic juries. But payments will be sure and prompt. Is it expensive? Not so very. It would involve insurance, of course, just as workmen's compensation does. The cost of the insurance will depend, naturally, upon the scale of compensation payments provided. Upon a scale comparable to the present Massachusetts workmen's compensation act, automobile accident compensation could be supplied without material increase in present liability insurance rates.

Something of this sort must come. Perhaps it will be compulsory liability insurance, perhaps we shall take the double step and adopt the compensation plan. That something shall be done is a matter of concern for every one of us who ventures on a public highway. A car our on foot. No one can know when his turn is next. But if he is to be hit, surely it will be some relief that his wife and children won't have to be supported by public charity while he is off the job.
its makers so confidently prophesy. Along this desert, cactus-strewn country are no telegraph poles, no trees or houses, so that the driver finds it difficult to estimate speed, and when he settles down to what he thinks is a conservative forty miles an hour, he is amazed on glancing at his speedometer to learn that he is going well over sixty.

Any direction you go into Mexico you start from sea level and continually ascend, as the whole country is a vast plateau. Hence you can find any climate you wish, ranging from the tropical sea-coast or temperate half-way points to the always chilly heights.

The new road also opens to American sportsmen a fresh hunting country, hitherto practically inaccessible, in the plateau region beyond Monterey, where fish and game are plentiful and of great variety and exist under primitive conditions. The country has no game laws, and quail, pheasant, deer and even bear can be had—if one prefers bear to bear. Monterey itself, by the way, a city of 66,000 people, boasts in the Carta Blanca Brewery the largest operating institution of this nature on the North American continent, and visitors are welcomed.

The stretch of road from Monterey to Linares, about eighty miles, is now easily negotiable on an all-weather road of gravel and crushed native rock surface. It is 104.7 miles from Linares to Victoria, and all this trip is in fair condition with a few stretches of graded road but mostly good natural gravel. All of it will eventually be paved. From there the motorist can branch off to Villa Juarez and Tampico and the coast by a new road mostly paved.

The last portion of the main highway, that between Valles in the state of San Luis Potosi and Mexico City, will be the last to be completed and offers the greatest engineering difficulties. Here, on the great plateau over a mile above sea level and in an atmosphere painfully rarefied, the road is literally chiseled around the slopes of some of the greatest mountains, and although being widened, is now, according to William H. Furlong, manager of the highway department of the San Antonio Chamber of Commerce and pioneer traveler over the route, a mere shelf skirting great heights and barely wide enough for one car at a time.

Over most of the route gasoline, oil and other necessities are easily obtained. The great oil companies, Mexican, American and British, are competing to see which can complete the most artistic service stations, and many of these are ahead of the majority in the United States.

Entrance into the country is facilitated for the American tourist by the co-operation of the Mexican government and the Automobile Club of Mexico, but the complete trip should not be attempted this year. Some very primitive country has to be traveled and the Mexican engineers working on the road carry chlorine pellets which they put into the drinking water to avoid dysentery.

Although a number have already made the complete trip their adventures were such that they have been fully qualified as members of the Explorers' Club on the one venture. Mr. Furlong himself, although aided by the Mexican engineers and a schedule carefully planned to avoid the rainy season, had to abandon his car and shift to the back of a burro, followed by a pack train, to negotiate some of the detours. Premature news of the opening of the last link has sent many tourists to San Antonio, where they were persuaded not to attempt the trip. But the new link will soon be in service—a Highway of Good Will.

Concerning Tillie

(Continued from page 10)

circumstances require desperate measures, he gets his weapon and fires six times directly at the spot his watered whiskey has been fallin' to warm all month. But Bogus keeps right on comin'. He don't even falter in his stride. So Bud, some puzzled, leaps over the bar and the surrounding hills, nor does he return to his place of business until midnight, when, all being quiet he sneaks in the back way. In the barroom he finds Maggie and Bogus camouflaged on the floor. They've not only been at his white man's whiskey to the point of helplessness, but they'd cached some of it in out of the way places. Bud makes an inventory and discovers they've only taken enough, at regular retail prices, to cover the amount of money in dispute, which when he realizes that, he stands there looking down at the innocents.

"Bogus," he says, "if I did my full Christian duty by you I'd kill you where you lie. But I if I did, I'd have to kill Maggie, too—and I don't want to do that because the punishment wouldn't properly fit the crime. After all, your maw is an accessory after the fact, not before it. She's been led to crime by you."

He bends down and frisks Bogus for bullet-holes but finds none. Then he ex-
amines the wall at the end of the bar for holes and finds none. "Doggone you, Maggie," he says, powerfully relieved, "it's getting so I can't trust you no more, neither. You pulled the ca'tridges out o' my gun an' substituted blanks. Some day you'll go too far."

So the next day he dusted Maggie good and plenty and hoped he'd learned her sense. Bogus, he has a bad head, but he don't complain none when Bud orders him to go forth and bring in a deer, being as how the house is low on fresh meat.

Well, sir, when Bogus comes in that night with the deer he's some excited. And he creates more excitement by quitting his job.

"Tillie quittin', too?" asks Bud.

"No quittum. Bogus quit. Tillie no quit."

"Well, that helps some," says Bud.

"What you quittin' a good job for, Bogus?"

"Me ketchin' mine," says Bogus, and held out his hand. In it is a chunk of quartz. It's jewelry rock—just enough quartz in it to hold the gold together.

"Where you find this?" says Bud, all shaking with the miner's ague right off, but Bogus only looked glum at him and shook his head. "How much him worth?" says Bogus.

Bud pounded the rock up and horned it out and said it was worth twenty-five dollars. Bogus said he'd take his word for it; anyhow, twenty-five dollars was all he wanted, and he took that out in grub, which he packed on his own broad back with a tumpline around his forehead, and prepared to go forth into the night. At partin' Bud give him a quart of white man's whiskey to show he wasn't entertaining no hard feelings and as a sort of going away present. Also, he took it upon himself to give Bogus some sound advice.

"Bogus," he says, "most likely it's only a pocket and you'll clean it out in a few days. Don't build your hopes too high. Disappointment is always sickening."

Bogus shook his head. He didn't think so. "Well," Bud continues, "once you get out to this here mine you'd better stay there until your grub's used up. If you keep trotting backward and forward between the mine and this bar, some of these other Indians or some low white man will follow you and jump your claim. So if I was you I'd stay out until I needed more grub. By that time you'll have the assessment work done an' the title will be clear for one year. If you find any more high-grade, bring it in to me and I'll buy it from you."

Bogus thought that was good sound advice or maybe he felt he was seeing too much of Bud anyhow and a change would do him good. So he allowed to stay till his grub give out. But he wasn't going to sell his gold to Bud. Not Bogus Ben Bugler. "You damn thief," says Bogus. "Me no sellum gold damn thief," and he disappeared into the night without even saying good-bye to Maggie and Tillie, both of whom were out gatherin' huckleberries. As he had a rifle (Continued on page 53)
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with him Bud thought best not to follow him just then in an effort to locate the strike.

Well, sir, for ten days nobody appeared to miss Bogus except Bud. Then one day, when there was quite a passel of Indians around the place, Bud dropped a remark. Wasn’t it mighty strange whatever had become of Bogus Ben Bugler? Gone ten days! Anybody know where he went? The last Bud had seen of him he’d gone out hunting. Certainly seemed strange him not coming back that-a-way.

The Indians didn’t pay any particular attention to Bud, but the next day and the next and the day after Bud kept lamenting about Bogus Ben, until finally he got their interest worked up and in about a week they were biling with curiosity. The unaccountable absence of this here Bogus and the mysterious lack of knowledge of his whereabouts finally got on the nerves of the entire tribe, with the result that they held a pow-wow and decide that if Bogus is on top of the ground he’s got to be found. They elect to divide into small hunting parties of three or four and just scour the country for fifty miles in every direction.

When Bud Inman learns of their plan he gives it his hearty endorsement and sets up a limited number of drinks. During the discussion Bud lets on he’s plumb distracted with grief about Bogus and in order to stimulate public interest he offers a reward, personally, of ten dollars for Bogus Ben, if the latter’s alive—if only a little hit and fifty dollars for him dead, because if dead he’s got to be brought in, at considerable effort and annoyance and given a proper funeral. So it’s worth fifty if he’s found dead.

Well, son, fifty c’ollars is a lot of money—particularly to an Indian—and you know how some Indians are. Added to which the California Indian ain’t no noble red man. Besides Bogus, with his military instincts, had sort of lorded it over the rest of the tribe anyhow and in his cups he’d mauled most of them from time to time until they thought a bear had ’em in charge. Consequently, Bud’s generous offer, though received in the customary Indian silence, meets with profound approval in certain circles, and the searchers depart as full of ginger and go as a lot of runaway horses.

A week later two of them come in with Bogus Ben Bugler draped over the back of a pony and him too dead to skin. Also, he’s pretty high. Bud examines the body and can’t find a mark on it, so he decides publicly that Ben has died of natural causes and says, over the fifty dollars, privately he’s of the opinion that the searchers come up on Ben unexpected, as he burrows in his mine, capture him, drag him over to the Klamath River and drown him because they report they find him in the Klamath. However, that ain’t none of Bud’s business, and while in a lot of ways he’s going to miss Bogus, in other ways he ain’t. He’s accomplished what he set out to do—to-wit, send Bogus to the Happy Hunting grounds before he makes trouble between Bud and the sheriff, and before Bogus sells his mine to somebody else. The job would have been cheap at double the money.

He’s well content, is Bud Inman. Here’s two witnesses to swear they found Bogus in the Klamath River, Bud’s hands are clean and he’s only acted in a humane and public-spirited manner. Besides which, he don’t figure the sheriff’s going to go to any great fuss at the inquest over an Indian, although he notifies that functionary as a matter of public duty. But the sheriff sends back word he’ll take Bud’s word the case is as represented and advises immediate interment of the deceased.

Burying Bogus was a simple matter. Bud just turned the body over to the tribe, which retired, with a keg of Bud’s whiskey, to a secluded spot to hold the wake and no sooner is the premises shut of them than Bud leaves the Chinaman in charge, takes down his rifle and allows he’s got to go out and kill himself a deer.

A hundred yards from the hotel he’s in the timber and following the plain trail of the party that brought Bogus in. Sure enough it leads to the Klamath River, four mile up stream, and sure enough, in the sand on a little bar close to where Bud notes signs of a struggle. From this point he casts around and presently picks up the trail the party had made coming down to the river with Bogus, so rightly inferring that if he follows this trail he’ll get to the mine, Bud toils manfully on.

Well, he finds Tillie, prospect, together with a pick and shovel Bogus had borrowed from him without permission. There’s a gunny-sack there half-filled with high-grade and some more jewelry rock, so Bud stakes the claim and files his location notices in some little rock monuments he builds to mark the boundaries.

Now, Bogus has developed that prospect considerable while he’s been at it. There’s a hole in the ground six feet deep and twelve feet wide and clear across the face the ledge shows. The last thing before leaving Bud gets down in this hole to examine the ledge and leaves his rifle up on top, for he ain’t expecting company at all. However, as he starts climbing out he’s some surprised to see Tillie standing off a little piece, with his rifle in her hands.

"Hello, Tillie," says Bud, with a sudden feeling of cameradise. "What you doing here? Thought you was at the funeral."

Tillie, which she’s been to the Indian school and speaks better English than Bud, raises the rifle and sort o’ toys with it. "Stay where you are, whiskey peddler—murderer," she warns him. "I got some-

Every Legionnaire Should Have It
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thing private an' confidential for your ear alone."

"Why, Tillie, whatever makes you talk like that," Bud began, but Tillie cut him short by throwing the rifle down on him.

"Listen, white man," she says, "you overlooked a bet when you overlooked me. I'm three-quarters white—and sometimes I'm all Indian, and sometimes I'm all white. When you offered a fifty dollar reward for Bogus dead and ten for him alive you thought you were pretty smart, didn't you? But after a while I figured you out, although it was too late then. They'd got Bogus Ben Bugler and got him for fair. So the next thing I had to do was to find out I'd never overlook you guilty. You thought I'd went to the funeral today, didn't you? Well, I did, but I didn't stay. I hid where I could keep an eye on you, and when you started for the timber I followed, and saw right off you were following the trail of the party that brought Bogus in. I, too, saw where they'd drowned him in the river—and I followed you here and hid until you got down in that hole and left your rifle on top. Now you can come out."

So Bud clumb out and at Tillie's command he sent down, took out his note book an' wrote out new location notices in Tillie's name. Tillie inspect them an' finds them good; then Bud removes his own location notices from the little monummt and puts Tillie's back instead. "We are now," says Tillie, "ready to go home. Pick up that sack of ore an' carry it, an' don't try to run away, because if you do I'll most surely tunnel you."

By the time they get back to the Indian rancheria Bogus Ben Bugler's been interred and there's considerable comment on the heartlessness of Tillie not being present as the grave closes over her man. That's the cause of your three-quarters white blood until she comes in with Bud Inman and states her case.

But he ain't molested none. He's let sit in the council around the camp-fire, while Tillie does some oratin' and states the case for the prosecution. Bud he appeals to Maggie to say a word in his behalf but Maggie just sets silent lookin' at him with no more expression than the gate-post. Finally the council breaks up, a guard is put over Bud Inman and the two bucks that finds Bogus and the case is adjourned until the morrow.

At which the chief an' the jury follow the trail of the two bucks back up the Klamath to the spot where there's signs of a struggle, and from there they mosey along, readin' trail where no white man could read it, up to Bogus Ben Bugler's mine. Here they rustle around and find his camp and what grub he's got left cached in a tree. That's evidence enough for them. An Indian, he be ever so humble, has horse sense. If a man's guilty an' every man's common sense knows he's guilty, they never monkey none with the law's delay an' the rules of evidence an' Christian charity, like white folks. I don't reckon there's ever been an Indian probation officer to cheat justice with his weak, loose thinkin'. Returnin' to the camp the two bucks are confronted with the evidence an' confess they'd located Bogus Ben Bugler the very first day out, walked him to the river, tied him, drowned him an' three days later brung him in for the fifty dollar reward. Tillie translates the confession to Bud, an' then the chief makes a speech an' the tribe goes into executive council to see what ought to be done about it. They ain't more'n five minutes arrivin' at a conclusion, the chief states the verdict an' Tillie translates to Bud.

"Which it's the verdict of the tribe, Bud," she says, "that you an' these two Injuns you wander around our own gross gain got to pay the price. Your lives for the life of Bogus Ben Bugler. In the old days you would have been tortured, but me, I'm against that and on account of me being the widow and Maggie hesitan't to see you carved and burned, it's been decided that you got to jump into the Klamath just as you are. If you come ashore again on the same side you jumped in, a delegation will show you off again. On the contrary, if you manage to swim to the other bank and drag yourself ashore, nobody's goin' to bother you any more. You never gave Bogus a chance but we're going to give you one."

"Chance, hell," wails Bud Inman. "The Klamath's the swiftest, most turbulent river in the world, I reckon, an' right here it's deep. Why, you ain't giving me no chance."

"Well, I'll admit it's a slim one, Bud," says Tillie, "but such as it is, it's a chance, an' whether you make the grade or not, it seems to me you're gettin' a square deal. You can hop in naked or with your clothes on."

"What happens if I make the far bank?"

"You get out of this country an' no river come back. Don't even return to the hotel for new clothes. You got any money?"

"Yes, some."

"We'll go to the hotel an' pay off the Chinaman an' then you give the rest to Maggie. Better give her some good blank-ets an' what kitchen utensils an' grub she wants, too. As for the liquor on hand, that's mine."

So they escort Bud over to his hotel an' he settles his estate. Then the tribe, with the prisoners, goes down to the river an' the two bucks, makin' no bones whatso- ever about it, made out until the current rips 'em off their feet an' they have to start swimmin'. But it takes a good man to swim the Klamath there, an' presently both bucks get into the rapids an' it's all off but the shoutin'.

"Well, they died like men, Bud," says Tillie. "Let's see how game a white man can be at the finish. One for the money, two for the show, three to get ready and four to go."

Bud shucks his clothes, takes one last look around an' accepts the inevitable. "Kin I pick my jumpin' off place, Tillie?" he quavers.

"Suit yourself," (Continued on page 56)
Concerning Tillie
(Continued from page 55)

says Tillie. “We certainly aim to please.”

So Bud walks up the river maybe three hundred yards and then wades in. He

come down the stream a-flyin’, under

water in the big riffles most of the time,

but swimmin’ for his life an’ tryin’ to quar-
ter the stream. An’ I hope I may never see

the back o’ my neck if he don’t make the

other bank not twenty feet above the

rapids. He drags himself out an’ sets down
to get his breath. He ain’t so near as happy

as you’d figure him to be, for he has to

prowl through the woods quite a distance

naked before he finds help an’ while he’s

figurin’ which way to head, the Lord pro-

cceeds to move in mysterious ways His

wonders to perform.

It’s the rutting season with the deer in

that country an’ you know how onery a

buck is at that time. Nine out of ten of

‘em are on the peak an’ the sight of any-

thing unusual always angers ’em. Such a

buck now comes stompin’ down to the

river for a drink an’ sightin’ Buck’s white

body squattin’ on the bank, he promptly
gives a snort an’ flies at him. Buck

catches him by the horns an’ tries to

wrestle the critter down, but he don’t stand a chance.

For mebbe half an hour him an’ that mad
deer thrash around on the river bank, an’ then the
deer rushes Bud backward into the water, the current
keets him an’ he whirls off into the center an’ goes quiet-like

into the rapids an’ is seen no more.

The obsequeis bein’ over, Tillie goes back to

the hotel, gives the Chinaman two min-

utes to make himself scarce, sets fire to

the shack, with all the whiskey in it, and

watches it burn. An’ when the fire’s out

she says good-bye to the tribe, mounts up

on Bogus Ben Bugler’s pony an’ rides fifty

mile down to my ranch in Shasta Valley to
tell me about the ruckus, from soup to nuts.

Why does Tillie do this? Well, I’ll tell you.

I stopped in Bud’s hotel and Tillie

had waited on me. Knowing she has a

hard row to hoe my heart warmed to poor

Tillie and each time at leaving I’d give her

a dollar tip. I reckon I done this three

times. Consequently, Tillie figures I’m on

the square, and she needed that kind of

white man in her business.

“ Ain’t you afraid, Tillie?,” I says, “that

I’ll turn you an’ the tribe over to the

sheriff for murder?”

“No, sir,” says Tillie. “ Me giving you

what the confidence this way, I know you won’t

betray me. You’re not that sort of white

man.”

“Well, I reckon I ain’t, Tillie,” I says,

feeling a heap compliminted, “but all the

same, if I was you, I wouldn’t trust no

white man too far where the fortunes of an

Indian are concerned. I elect to consider

this here a case of elemental justice and it’s

all O. K. with me.”

“Well else could we do, Mr. Tully?”
says Tillie. “An Indian ain’t got a chance.

No white man’s court would have con-

vic ted Bud Inman, because he’d been too

smart.”

And then poor, abused, down-trod tened Tillie that from the day she’d been born

never had no more chance than a jack-
rabbit, does something I never seen no

person of Indian blood, male or female, do

before. She commences to cry. Up till now

she ain’t let a peep out of her; she’s been

cool, ca’m and collected as a mallard duck

in the closed season; her face, which it was

a right lovely face, has been as impassive

heretofore as a poker-playing Chinaman’s,

but now the white blood in the little out-
cast gets the best of her. Me, I’m that
touched I’m close to weeping with her, but

with my forearm looking on I can’t afford

the luxury, so I just reach out and stroke

Tillie on the shoulder and pat her and tell

her to buck up, that I’ll see to it she gets

a good job waitin’ on the hands in the ranch

mess-hall, and lives in a little shanty all

to herself and nobody’ll bother her.

This gives Tillie some encouragement,

so she tells me all about herself.

“Which it’s plumb terrible to be a

quarter or half-breedi, Mr. Tully. Me,

I’m neither fish, flesh nor good red herring.

I ain’t good enough for the whites and I’m

out of place with the Indians. Bogus Ben

Bugler was like that, too, only his nature

kept fighting with him all the time. I was

mighty fond of Bogus Ben Bugler and he

was mighty fond of me. Didn’t he marry me

like white folks do and wasn’t he as

kind to me as he could be? Why, Bogus

was too fine to take a drink by himself

when his mother was around, and when she

wasn’t around he’d always bring some back to

the wickup for her. He was on the

square. The only time he’d hurt anybody

was when white men got him drunk, and

even then, when he fought, he always

chucked away his knife or his gun and

fought with his hands. And that rotten

Bud Inman worked him and robbed him

and under-paid him. Bud Inman was the

worst enemy us Indians ever had. Sure the

white man’s government gave us all a

quarter section of land, but it was land the

white man didn’t want and we couldn’t do

anything with it even if we’d knowed how.

The white man makes us think terrible

thoughts and we’re busy thinking them

when he thinks we’re just dumb animals.

The white man makes us do terrible things.

All my life I’ve been ashamed. You don’t

know it, and I ain’t ashamed of it. My

father was a half-breedi and never married

and my father was a cow-chiefe. We don’t

steal and we don’t lie, but everybody

thinks we do. And Bogus Ben Bugler was

a man, with all his Indian faults and for

his sake, for the sake of all his loving kind-

ness and decency to me I couldn’t let that

coyote, Bud Inman, get away with murder.

We tried him fair, we proved him guilty
and God executed him. I don't care what the Indian agent says we did. It wasn't a sin."

When she'd talked herself out she felt better and I says: "Well, Tillie, what do you aim to do with your life? Don't be discouraged about your Indian blood. Some of our proudest Americans are proudest of the dash of Indian blood in them. And why not. You just give it out that your mother was an Indian princess and you'll go far in Indian society. In fact, you don't look a bit like a quarter-bred gal. Buck up now, Tillie, and tell me what you aim to do."

"I don't know, Mr. Tully. That's up to you. I was figuring if I showed you that mine, you could stake it; then you could work it or sell it and give me a little money."

"Tillie," I says, "I'll do that and split with you fifty-fifty, but only on one condition. You got to promise me you'll never take a drink as long as you live. It ain't becoming to your white blood."

"I promise," says Tillie. "That's easy, because I ain't never tasted none."

Then she draws me a little sketch of the location of the strike, and I ride over and find it and stake it in my name. Then, because I'm in the cattle business and a cattleman ain't got no call to monkey with mines, I give a smart engineer a good fee to come up and examine the prospect, and on his report I sell it to some parties over in Nevada for a quarter of a million dollars. The jewelry rock I find in the silt on the future mine pays all expenses and then some and Tillie and I split the swag equally. Then I buy good bonds with Tillie's share and she put it in a trust, with me and the bank as trustee, and she moved down into the Sacrament River valley where none of her tribe would ever find her. My share of the mine I invested an' every winter when that tribe's short of grub and clothing I spend the income on 'em. Being a good-looking lass, showing more white than Indian, in the fullness of time Tillie weds with a decent, up-standing, democratic white man who's running a few cattle over in the Butte National Forest, and the last I heard, they were happy. Thad got a fine boy called Tully."

Dad reached for another alfalfa cocktail. "And if the Lord had any hand in that wondrous mystery," he concludes, "I never took much stock in the report. Looks to me more like Satan had a finger in it, but then, on the other hand, when you start figuring on how strong the Lord is for justice, a feller's bound to have a few doubts. Sometimes I wonder if the Lord don't maintain the devil's do for him the dirty but highly necessary jobs he don't care to handle personal himself."

"Such a job, as, for instance?" I began, only to be interrupted by the old pagan with a line of Scripture I would have sworn he had never read:

"Such as taking down the mighty from their seat and exalting them of low degree, and a-proving that them as lives by the sword shall perish by the sword."

---

**Mathematics Training Is Job Insurance Today and Bigger Success Tomorrow**

The man equipped with practical training is the safe man today and the key man tomorrow. There are jobs and positions only for trained men—the men who have the basic knowledge that enables them to master the practical techniques of their jobs. In every line of business or mechanical, scientific, or technical work, mathematics training is essential to success for without mathematics a man can work only with his hands—and today he must work with his head as well if he is to secure his job.

**Now—Mathematics Self-Taught, Easily, Quickly, Inexpensively**

You can now master mathematics, without going back to school or taking an expensive correspondence course. An expert who has been instructing practical men all his life has prepared an extremely interesting group of books which at last removes the mystery of mathematics and makes it possible for you to apply it profitably to your own work.

**MATHEMATICS For Self Study**

By J. E. Thompson, B.S. in E.E., A.M. Dept. of Mathematics, Pratt Institute, Brooklyn.

These books start right from the beginning with a review of arithmetic that gives you many short-cuts and "tricks" methods of calculation that slip many years from your working time. Then they go right into higher mathematics and you see how clear it is when an expert explains it for you. In a short time you will be tackling successfully the most difficult problems.

**An Expert Gives You These Simplified Methods**

Mr. Thompson, the author of these books, has had many years' experience in mathematical training. He presents each practical method and problem in the clearest, simplest way. He gets right down to the kind of information that you need in your daily work.

**Send No Money EXAMINE THESE BOOKS FOR 10 DAYS FREE Mail This Coupon**

[Details of coupon are visible, containing information about examination of the books and a request to mail the coupon for a free examination of the books for 10 days.]

---

**Adventurous, Exciting, Thrilling Narratives of Facts and Fiction by**

**LEONARD H. NASON**

**PETER B. KYNE**

**FREDERICK PALMER**

**R. G. KIRK**

**MEREDITH NICHOLSON**

**HUGH WILEY**

**KARL W. DETZER**

**RUPERT HUGHES**

**For Only $1.00**

**YOU may have some of the outstanding stories by these popular authors at a remarkably low cost... the price of a beautifully embossed blue and gold binder for your copies of The American Legion Monthly.**

Moreover, it will give you a permanent record of Legion activities as well as fascinating stories of the most important American achievements... a record that will grow more valuable with the passage of time, a colorful picture of contemporary American progress. For the Monthly is keyed to the tempo of our modern America—an America that is above all achieving, growing, purposeful. In its pages is mirrored the life of our time.

These binders, priced at only $1.00 each and available for Volume I to XII, hold six copies of The American Legion Monthly. Why not fill out and mail the coupon now... while you think of it?

---

**The American Legion Monthly**, P. O. Box 1357, Indianapolis, Indiana

Gentlemen: Enclosed is $... (Insert proper amount computed at $1.00 for each binder). Please send, postage paid, the new binder for Volumes I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, XI, XII, XIII of The American Legion Monthly. (Check or circle binder or binders desired.)
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**STATE**
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Germany's Secret Attack Upon America

IN 1914, the German High Command carried the war to America...sinister, undercover warfare...bombing, burning, terrorizing. Under the mask of diplomatic friendship and immunity, their Ambassadors and Consuls, their Military and Naval Aides launched a secret attack against this country...smuggling incendiary bombs aboard outbound ships, burning stocks of war material, destroying factories and fomenting strikes.

As told in the Source Records of the Great War, this story of Germany's attack upon America is a tale of intrigue and subterfuge, of plot and counter-plot...a tale of Germany in league with the underworld. This secret attack upon a neutral nation is, of course, but a minor incident of the war. The Source Records, however, spread before your eyes a moving, panoramic view of the entire four-year struggle. The absorbing stories of combatants and non-combatants, soldiers, sailors and statesmen, official government observers and secret service agents. It's all there, both sides of the story, the viewpoint of enemy and Ally...unbiased, authentic, true.

Sit back in your easy chair and summon to your side the great war-time leaders, Foch, Haig, von Hindenburg, Pershing, Joffre, Ludendorff. Listen for a while to their stories. Then, call the rulers of the world, President Poincaré, Kaiser Wilhelm, King Albert, President Wilson, Czar Nicholas, Emperor Franz Joseph. A beckoning finger brings those who went "west"...a shade in Uhlan green snaps to attention before you, a doughboy who died in the Argonne, a member of the famous Lafayette Escadrille.

They have stories to tell, stories that will catch and hold your interest for a thousand and one nights. For once the tales of Scheherazade have been outdone. It's all in the Source Records...in seven beautifully bound volumes owned and published by The American Legion. Stories that grip the imagination and reawaken old memories. All of it yours in the new de luxe Service Edition at a fraction of its former cost. It places in your hands a living record of those four soul-searing years.

A little booklet, "The Intimate Story of the Source Records," tells you more fully of this remarkable narrative-history. You'll find it extremely interesting. The coupon, mailed today, will bring you a complimentary copy of this booklet with the inside story of the Source Records. Fill out and mail the coupon before you turn the page. You'll be glad you did!

Source Records Division
The American Legion, 350 Fifth Ave., New York City

Please send me your complimentary booklet with further information about the Service Edition of the Source Records.

Name.................................................................(Print)
Address.............................................................

AN EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Hundreds of men have found the Source Records a dignified and highly profitable means of livelihood. Hundreds of others are needed...one representative to every Post or Unit...full or part time. If you have faith in your ability to do what others are doing, others who have had no more experience than you have had, write to the Source Records Division of The American Legion at 350 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Simply say that you are interested in obtaining more information about representing the Source Records. It will be sent to you promptly by return mail.
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Compensation Law than did Jack MacNider, himself.

During his incumbency as Commander he refused appointment to an unexpired term in the United States Senate. Upon his retirement as head of the Legion he could have been elected governor of Iowa without much of a campaign. Instead he married Margaret McAuley, the best looking girl in Mason City, and opposed his own party in support of his friend, Daniel F. Steck, for the United States Senate. Steck became the first Democratic Senator from Iowa since the Civil War. In 1923 Mr. Coolidge asked MacNider to become the Assistant Secretary of War. He accepted because the job put him in charge of plans for the mobilization of industry in event of war, a subject in which he had become interested as National Commander of the Legion after an investigation, at his instigation, had disclosed the extent of profiteering during the World War.

The result was the perfection of the most comprehensive, and least known, preparedness measure that has been adopted by the United States. The facilities of more than 25,000 manufacturing plants were surveyed with reference to their place in the industrial scheme in event of war, and each assigned a specific job to do. Thus, unlike in any previous conflict, the Government would know on a declaration of hostilities to whom to turn for the countless items required to wage war. When MacNider felt he had done what he could with this big job he punctually resigned and, declining to run for the Senate, retired to the management of his farm, his three sons, Tom, Jack (their true names) and Angus, and the financial and industrial interests which were the death of his father placed in his hands.

Two years ago he accepted after considerable hesitation the appointment as Minister to Canada. Although no announcement is ever forthcoming concerning such matters, both Washington and Ottawa understood the choice was made in an endeavor to straighten out the longstanding complications surrounding the St. Lawrence seaway negotiations and the opening of MacNider’s own agricultural Middle West to the Atlantic seaboard. MacNider has always referred to himself as “the temporary member” of our diplomatic corps, and as the harvest month begins to fill casts a homesick eye in the direction of his Iowa cornfields.

I Now Pass the Gavel

(Continued from page 23)

conceived and executed by The American Legion, was the first concrete and tangible effort in America to take up the economic slack produced by the panic of the fall of 1929. Never has the Legion received such fine appreciations of its worth to the nation as have poured in upon it as a result of this campaign. The organization deserved it, for the War against Depression was perhaps the most gigantic task it has ever undertaken. Between February 15th and June 30th of this year 1,004,392 unemployed men and women, ex-service and non-service alike, have gone back to the job as a result of the efforts of the Legion and its splendid affiliates in the work. Probably a quarter of a million more ought to be added to the total by the time this is available, for the work has accumulated too much momentum to stop.

Now let us look our own selves over for a moment. From a membership standpoint the Legion has enjoyed a wonderful year. In the face of want, distress, hunger, or, to put it in the least emotional terms, of universal cashlessness, during the year in which many, many organizations have been suffering a membership loss of from twenty to forty percent or even higher, the Legion attained the quota set for it by National Headquarters and appeared, late in August, to be heading toward its 1931 total of more than a million members. It was predicted early in the present official year by opponents and organizations who sought to tear down Legion prestige by nibbling at our arithmetic that this year’s total would be severely below last year’s figures. In the face of these onslaughts the Legion has gone steadily forward. This condition is naturally a source of intense satisfaction to me personally as it is to everyone on the Legion firing line throughout the nation. It is exhilarating and heartening to know that as these words are written three Departments have the largest membership rosters in their histories, that nineteen Departments have equaled or exceeded their quotas, that eight Departments have exceeded their 1931 records, that 584 Posts of The American Legion have won special citations for most distinguished service (by re-enrollment of November 11, 1931, their entire 1931 membership), that 248 Posts won distinguished service citations for effecting a like re-enrollment by November 30th, and that many Universal Service posed for doing likewise by December 31st, and that fifty-nine Posts in twenty-three Departments won 400-percent citations. A total of 19,012 Department and Post officials won the most popular among Legion awards—the National Commander’s testimonial of appreciation. Tremendous (Continued on page 60)
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credit is due the hundreds of thousands of loyal Legionnaires who coped so successfully with adverse conditions and almost insurmountable obstacles. The size of our membership this year is a living affidavit testifying to the fact that service men generally are aware of the fact that all beneficial ex-service legislation has been inspired and seen through thanks to the loyalty, prestige and insistence of The American Legion.

Your retiring National Commander has enjoyed to the full the wonderful opportunity for service which his year of high office has given him and for the co-operation extended him. He is above all grateful for the fine and loyal friendships, both for himself and for the Legion as a whole, which he has made in contacting large Legion and non-Legion gatherings in forty-two States and in Canada, Cuba, Mexico, France, Belgium and England. He could not have done it without this wonderful Legion behind him. He hereby pledges to every future National Commander his continued service to the organization and to its ideals as a soldier in the ranks.

May God keep you all.

CHANGES AFFECT STATE PROVISIONS

IN RIGHTS AND BENEFITS DIGEST

IN THE State Rights and Benefits special section of the Monthly for August, it was stated that in Michigan a law provides $2,000 tax exemption on $5,000 property valuation. Department Adjutant Robert J. Byers of Detroit and many readers have let the Monthly know that this law, while it applies to veterans of the Civil War, the Spanish-American War and Indian Wars, does not apply to veterans of the World War.

G. A. Fraser, Adjutant General of the State of North Dakota, sends word that the statement in the August issue that January 1, 1933, is the time limit for North Dakota adjusted compensation applications is incorrect, as no time limit has been set. A claimant must have been, at the time of enlistment, an actual and bona fide resident of North Dakota and must have received an honorable discharge. Adjutant General Fraser also points out that there is no tax exemption for veterans in North Dakota.

A statute known as the Moratorium Act, designed to prevent foreclosures of mortgages given by service men and the incurring of other penalties by service men was limited to the war period and terminated in 1921.

The information regarding Missouri adjusted compensation appearing in the August issue was incorrect in that it was stated that applicants were required to have been residents of the State for one year prior to enlistment in the various branches of the services. Actually, residence was required for one year immediately preceding April 6, 1917, the date war was declared.

Edward McGail, chief of the Division of Veterans' Affairs of the State of West Virginia, sends word that the information appearing in the August issue regarding a $100,000 relief fund for veterans is out of date. An appropriation in effect in earlier years was discontinued June 30, 1931, so that no state funds for relief are now available.

Information on South Dakota adjusted compensation to supplement the facts published in the August issue is sent by W. A. Hazle, State Adjutant General. "The special Soldiers Bonus Board appointed in 1925 only considered applications from men who had not applied in 1921 to 1923, when adjusted compensation was paid to most veterans of the State," writes Mr. Hazle. "The Board did not consider cases that had been previously considered by the original board, and it stopped its operations when the sum appropriated in 1925 had been exhausted."

"There are approximately 200 applications on file at the present time, but there is no money with which to pay them. Claims cannot be paid until a future legislature makes another appropriation, they cannot be paid earlier than April 1, 1933, and payment then can only be made to cases that are on file on January 1st."

Harold P. Redden, Adjutant of the Department of Massachusetts, points out that a reference to exemption of veterans from poll tax in Massachusetts is misleading, since this exemption applied to the war period only and is, of course, not effective now.

The following changes should be made in the list of State Service Officers appearing on page 20 of the special section of the August issue:

Missouri: State Service Officers should appear as Fred Warmick, 723 Medical Arts Building, Kansas City, and Irvin S. Brines, c/o Veterans Administration, 4036 Chouteau Avenue, St. Louis.

Oregon: State Service Officer should appear as Robert C. Dillard, 678 Pittock Block, Portland.

Pennsylvania: To the list of State Service Officers should be added Clark Swen- gel, c/o Veterans Administration, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Winter Rations
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enabled the District of Columbia Posts to find jobs for men and women who needed them badly. Mr. Rose recommends the plan for use by Posts in all sections of the country.

Oklahoma’s Favorite Son

WILL ROGERS, Oklahoma’s famous philosopher and humorist, has the travel habits of a grasshopper. He’s likely to be any place in the world, if he has lost track of his whereabouts for a week. When he isn’t flying about Manchuria, Turkey, Brazil, Japan, England or Hawaii, he can be cornered by fast workers at his ranch in Hollywood, California, near the studios where he plays his film roles.

When Department Commander Thomas P. Gilmer of Tulsa, Oklahoma, determined it would be a good idea to have Mr. Rogers as the Oklahoma Department’s guest at its annual convention in Muskogee, August 28-30, he didn’t waste any time in carrying out his plans. Frank Phillips, president of the Phillips Petroleum Company, has placed his Ford tri-motor plane at the disposal of Oklahoma Legionnaires occasionally. In this fancy sky bus, Commander Gilmer and five other Oklahoma Legionnaires casually took off from Tulsa and landed not so many hours later in Will Rogers’ aeronautical back yard at Hollywood. They found him very much at home.

Would Mr. Rogers attend the convention at Muskogee? Certainly! That is, provided he wouldn’t be busy making a picture, and he hoped he wouldn’t.

A Triumph of Training

AN ORCHESTRA of deaf children is the unusual organization sponsored by U. S. S. Jacob Jones Post of Washington, D. C., the oldest women’s post in the Legion,” writes Legionnaire Kate K. Briggs. “The post since it formed on May 22, 1910, has done many things to help physically handicapped, and the orchestra for deaf children follows much successful work among blind children. The members of the orchestra attend the Kendall School for the Deaf, a preparatory school connected with Gallaudet College. While the children can’t hear, one would not guess their handicap because they have learned to follow perfectly the baton of their leader and to play to the accompaniment of a piano.”

Legion Grapevine

IN THE early settlement of the Southwest, the white men pioneers were amazed by the savagery with which news of distant happenings spread among the Indians. Today in Arizona, where distances are great and towns are separated by deserts, the Arizona Department of The American Legion has built up a system for (Continued on page 62)
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distributing news which beats the mysterious communication methods of the redskins. The Press Association of the Department of Arizona is composed of at least one member in each of the forty-eight Posts of the State, reports Ben Levy of Ajo, founder of the association.

As its main distributing agency, the association uses a page published in each Sunday issue of the Arizona Republic, a Phoenix newspaper with a circulation of 39,000. Each correspondent takes pride in getting his stories published on this page. Other newspapers in the State are also giving extensive play to Legion stories. Twice each year the association holds banquets, one in the spring at Phoenix, at which Ward Adams, news editor of the Republic, gives thebaby,e, reporters a lot of helpful information, the other in the fall at the department convention city.

Each year the Department awards a cup to the Post news officer who has landed the greatest number of stories in print during the year.

Legion Drama

PROVO, Utah, looks to The American Legion to provide it each new Fourth of July with a community pageant. The first Legion Fourth of July celebration in 1928 brought 40,000 persons to a community of 15,000. It was entitled “The Spirit of a Man’s Land.” Last year Provo Post built upon its previous surpassing achievement and produced “The Spirit of America,” a pageant based upon the Preamble to the National Constitution of The American Legion.

“We dramatized in a series of scenes the separate precepts contained in the Preamble,” writes Legionnaire George S. Baillie. “The pageant was written by Rev. Nathaniel Charles Wallin, a minister and Legionnaire. Alonso J. Morley, professor of dramatic art at Brigham Young University, took on the job of directing the general dramatic effects after individual Legionnaires had worked out in detail the scenes based on each clause of the Preamble.

“Ten thousand persons were seated in our great stadium as the sun set over the western mountains on the night of the pageant. In the center of the football arena a unique stage had been erected—

Deigan. We believe we gave to everybody a new understanding of The American Legion, and we know the crowd was inspired and thrilled. The Provision Post has copyrighted the pageant to prevent its commercialization but will let any Legion Post produce it without charge. Upon request, we will gladly send a copy of it.”

Where History Was Made

Six Corinthian columns, gray with age, rise in front of a building in Philadelphia’s business section. They harmonize with the classic Grecian lines of the two storied structure and seem to proclaim that here is a building which deserves to rank with Independence Hall in the museum city of the Revolutionary War period of our country’s history.

The building is the old Girard Bank Building and in it are the headquarters of the Pennsylvania Department of The American Legion. Erected in 1795, it is the oldest building containing a Legion Department headquarters, according to Department Adjutant James J.

Deigan. Anybody wanting to challenge this may deal with Mr. Deigan direct.

The ancient rooms now occupied by the Pennsylvania Department once resounded with the voices of such patriots as Robert Morris, General Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Willing. Willing was first president of the Bank of the United States. In 1811 when Congress refused to renew the charter of the Bank of the United States, Stephen Girard, financier, patriot, merchant and philanthropist, purchased the building and the bank stock, thus restoring financial confidence at a critical time.
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WHILE we are unable to conduct a
general missing persons column,
we stand ready to assist in locating men
whose statements are required in support
of various claims. Queries and responses
should be directed to the Legion's Na-
tional Rehabilitation Committee, 600
Bond Building, Washington, D. C.
The complete list is shown in the follow-
ing cases:

1. Howard Engs., Co. E, 35th Div.—Lt. L. G. Font-
sy, Stable Sgt. William Gross, lst Sgt. William
McGinnis and other men who recall Acuff L.
Wright, a former resident of left who was
La Roiviere, France, Dec. 1915.

2. F. T. Vinale, 141st Div., Camp Meade, Md.—Capt. Iva A. Ramsay (Tenn.), Sgt. Hoag-
land, Enk. 100, U. S. Vols., for historical records
of Corps, to George S. Gen, hist. photographer,
P. O. Box 162, Fort Wayne, Ind.

3. Maxwell Tucker suffering disabilities account
gas, and heart, hand and general.

4. 313th Spec. T'y., Co. F, 30th Div.—Lutter Pesce
known as "Connie" to all, and others who recall
back while loading trucks at Bittker, Germany.

5. 20th Inf., Co. A, 6th Div.—Draugu-
t and other men and officers recalling Sgt. Charles
Smith being gassed in Verdun sector, and wounded
at Chateau Thierry.

Shearer, Valentine E.,ilt., light brown wavy
hair, 4' 10" tall. left eye, and others who recall
left. The girl and several children in dementie
circumstances, were found north of Langely, 1929.
Davidey heard from in Springfield, Ore., about Mar. 12, 1931,
in company with case W. O. Bernh. Reported to
bequest of homestead land.

Southern, Joseph L., veteran, missing since 1924
when he left home, Nebraska.

Parker, John Philip, Pvt. U. S. Marine Corps,
Born Apr. and 1883, Hilton Park, N. Y., missing
from home in Thurmond, W. Va., since May 21, 1923.

Taylor David C., Co. B, C. V., Illinois
Grp.—Former comrades, Sept. 7-27, 1918, who recall
R. A. Brown contracting broncho pleural trouble
and put on R. F. for several days, and later suffering
back injury. Especially two men who helped him
recall be being treated at Camp Decker, Ga,
suffering with flu and entered hospital upon arrival.

American Ready Loan, Wilbur H. Knickmeyer,
Belleville, Ille-de-Oise, France—Gas patients,
especially a young man from Texas who was in same cot
and also nurse, to assist Rodriguez with claims.

USMC Navy Yard Guard, Putoff Sound, Wash.,
1917, Seattle, Wash.—Men on firing line at small arms range
who recall Fred M. Jones, the youngest man when rifle was
discharged, Putoff Sound. Also men who recall
Sgt. Reeman 2d Harley Haskill being detailed
around June 12, 1918 for a very serious case of ino-
ulalion, resulting fever and heart disability during summer
of 1918.

35th F. A. Hq.—Co. B.—Harry Steffner, Sterling
County, and others who recall 1st Sgt. Harry D.
Game being picked by horse at Camp Travis,
Texas, summer of 1919.

Detention Unit (D), Naval Operating Base,
Hampton Roads, Va., Apr.-June, 1918—Chief petty
officers and other men who recall Cpl. C. M. Payette
being overcome with heat while
at drill at Oyster Point, Virginia. Developed
typhoid and tuberculosis.

47th Engs., Co. E, attached to 7th Div.—Cpl.
Millard F. Newberry (Okla.), CPL Knepper and
others who recall Capt. Charles A. Farley being
sicked up and suffering from tuberculosis.

entire battery sick for several weeks while in
and receiving treatment at AO Infary. Returned
late夏 1918.

U. S. S. Virginia—Joe Dugg, Leonard J.
Ripley, Henry W. Dewey, John C. Ross, Theodore
Spock, Omar C. Brower, John Thomsen, and others
who recall Fireman 2d Roy I. McConnell suffering
severe ear injury, blood running from ear, account
from 3-in. gun during target practice in
August, 1919, at Spotsylvania, Va. was the first
yoman in log-room.

McMillan, Donald Eugene, Co. A, 2d Bn.,
and 7th Co., 29th Engs., A. E. F. Height 5 ft. 11 in.,
180 lbs., gray eyes, gray hair. Disappeared from U. S.
Vets. Hosp., No. 94, American Lake, Wash., May 30,
1930. Father died May last Year. Brother is seeking
him. Same address.

York, Calif., and others who recall E. L. Lowen
being sick, very ill, at Camp Ruch, Ohio. July 1919.
21st Co., C. A. C., Ft. McKinley, Me., 1910-1913.—
Former comrades can assist Louis L. Overtt in
establishing claim.

U. S. S. Wednesday—Former officers and crew of
this ship which was blown up and lost, to assist
Stanley Walter Krueger, survivor who was made
dead and buried aboard shortly after establish-
ing claim. Also list of names and addresses of the eleven
officers and crew who served.

115th M. G. Bn., Co. D, 42d Div.—Russell H.
Dudley and others who recall food disability suffered
by Joe F. Torem.

Kliey, James Henry, Amb. Co. No. 305, at Camp
Travis, Texas, sick from typhoid and information
regarding whereabouts needed in connection with claim.

Gumprich, John J., Pvt., Co. A, 69th Inf., served
as cook. Missing for past five years and 75 years.
Information regarding him, whether dead or alive, is
desired.

Burke, William J., E. S. Navy, Boston
Harbor—Bugsler Campbell, Hunsdon and Lester W.
Early, 1917. Another man, Frederick R. Gillette,
being sent to sick bay with stomach trouble during
Aug., 1917.

17th Cav., Troop C.—Former members who recall
Joe Garcia sustaining injury to right eye account
being struck by (from statement on page 6).

DOWN AT SEA IN FLAMES

(Continued from page 37)
"IF IT'S CITIES SERVICE... IT HAS TO BE GOOD"

When the guns roared in the ARGONNE

A vivid picture of the memorable 47-day Meuse-Argonne battle which started on September 26, 1918, and lasted until the morning of the Armistice, November 11.

CITIES SERVICE had been refining and perfecting petroleum products for 56 years

In 1862—fifty-six years before that never-to-be-forgotten Battle of the Meuse-Argonne—a company, now a Cities Service subsidiary, began to refine and perfect today's better oils and gasolene.

These long years of experience, coupled with constant research, are responsible for the unquestionably high and uniform products sold under the Cities Service emblem today... When you buy oil, grease or gasolene produced by Cities Service you buy tried and proved products—products of veteran manufacturers whose experience dates back to the very founding of the petroleum industry. That is why it is always safe to make a Cities Service station or dealer the headquarters for your petroleum needs.

CITIES SERVICE
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

CITIES SERVICE GASOLENE, OIL AND GREASE : KOOLMOTOR GASOLENE, OIL AND GREASE

CITIES SERVICE OILS

ONCE - ALWAYS

Cities Service—one of America's ten largest industrial organizations—broadcasts Fridays, 8 P.M., E. S. T., over WEAF and 32 associated N. B. C. stations.
NEVER PARCHED—NEVER TOASTED

CAMELS are always FRESH!

Switch to Camels and learn the mildness of a fresh, cool-burning cigarette. A blend of choice Turkish and mellow, sun-ripened Domestic tobaccos, Camels are never parched or toasted. That's why we say smoke them for one day, then leave them—if you can.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C.